“YMAA Publication Center was established so that westerners could access the profound Oriental developments in qi, martial arts, and spiritual cultivation. As one of the pioneers in this exchange, YMAA will continue to mark the path between East and West. It is our hope that this path will lead to a new, benevolent society.”

—Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

It’s happening!

Awareness of the benefits of martial arts, tai chi, and qigong is increasing in mainstream health consciousness. Everywhere, people are making the leap to a fitness regimen that includes these exercises. Whether using tai chi and qigong as a primary fitness activity or in conjunction with an ongoing wellness program, we are seeing widespread acceptance of the very real benefits that these activities offer for your health and wellness.

For more than 37 years, YMAA has established a reputation for providing in-depth information and tools for your health and martial arts practice. Now with our line of tai chi balls, you can enhance the strength-building power of tai chi. With our video apps, you can access your favorite video training materials anytime, anywhere.

We are committed to continuing this important work—to empower you with the important health and safety benefits that martial arts have to offer.

—David Ripianzi, Publisher
Product Pricing
The pricing that appears in this catalog is the retail list price. YMAA.com offers incredible sales regularly. The best way to stay informed is to sign up for our email announcements at YMAA.com.

YMAA Books and DVDs are Available for Many Readers and Tablets.
The ebooks are available either from YMAA.com or your favorite ebook seller.

Most YMAA DVDs are available as apps or for streaming. Streamed videos are available from Amazon Instant Video service. Apps are available at iTunes or Google Play.

Spelling of Chinese Words
Throughout the catalog there are a variety of spellings for Chinese words. For better understanding, here is a brief guide to Chinese romanization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pinyin</th>
<th>Also Spelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qi</td>
<td>chi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qigong</td>
<td>chi kung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jin</td>
<td>jing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gongfu</td>
<td>kung fu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taijiquan</td>
<td>tai chi chuan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ordering from the Catalog
Call us 1-800-669-8892 or 1-603-569-7988 from Monday to Friday, 8:30AM-4:30PM ET.
Or mail us your order to
YMAA Publication Center, Inc.
PO Box 480
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
Baguazhang-Theory and Applications
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming, Liang, Shou-Yu
Packed with over nine hundred photographs, this comprehensive text offers theory, martial applications, sequences, Qigong exercises, weapon training, and is an indispensable resource for those serious about Chinese martial arts.
$39.95 • 564 pag. • Code: B1132

Redemption-A Street Fighter’s Path to Peace
Michael Clarke
Michael Clarke was a street fighter, an angry kid. He grew up in the late sixties in Manchester, England, and lived in a rough neighborhood where, he writes, “Prostitutes worked the pavement opposite my home, illegal bookmakers took bets in back alley cellars, and street brawls were commonplace.”
$15.95 • 256 pag. • Code: B3785

Even If it Kills Me: Martial Arts, Rock and Roll, and Mortality
Donivan Blair
This is the true story of a rock and roll musician who takes up taekwondo at forty years old. Doni Blair, bassist for the Toadies, knows he’s past his physical prime, but he’s determined to push himself and pursue his dream of becoming a martial artist—even if it kills him.
$15.95 • 234 pag. • Code: B5390

Analysis of Shaolin Chin Na: Instructor’s Manual for All Martial Art Styles
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Chin Na (Qin Na) is one of the four major fighting categories in all Chinese martial styles. The four categories are: kicking (Ti), Striking (Da), Wrestling (Shuai), and Seize-Controlling (Na).
$26.95 • 382 pag. • Code: B0002
Tai Chi Chin Na: The Seizing Art of Tai Chi Chuan 2nd ed.
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Here’s your chance to take the next step in your tai chi journey. Once you have attained proficiency in the bare-hand form and have begun pushing hands, you are ready for tai chi chin na.
$28.95 • 426 pag. • Code: B3075

Chin Na in Ground Fighting-Principles, Theory and Submission Holds
Al Arsenault, Jospeh Faulise
Explains the use of joint locks, pressure points, and bone displacement techniques for fighting encounters on the ground. Holding Techniques for immobilizing an opponent, principles and theory of these holds, identification and use of pressure points for offensive and defensive purposes.
$29.95 • 382 pag. • Code: B663

The Mask of the King
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
These four illustrated stories are based upon the oral folktales of China that Dr. Yang heard while growing up. For ages 7 - 12.
$0.99 • 54 pag. • Code: B114

The Fox Borrows the Tiger’s Awe by Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
These four illustrated stories are based upon the oral folktales of China that Dr. Yang heard while growing up. For children 7 - 12.
$0.99 • 56 pag. • Code: B122
The Tao of Bioenergetics by George A. Katchmer, Jr.
George A. Katchmer, Jr.
The Tao of Bioenergetics is the first comprehensive study of the use of Energetics as a scientific model (paradigm) in both western and eastern thought.
$16.95 • 240 pag. • Code: B289

Wisdom’s Way-101 Tales of Chinese Wit
Walton Lee
Wisdom’s Way is a collection of true stories from ancient China. Filled with palace intrigue, ambitious warlords, greedy swindlers, and justice-seeking wise men, each story evokes the legendary wisdom of the Far East.
$15.95 • 168 pag. • Code: B361

The Dao De Jing: A Qigong Interpretation
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
This book examines one of the world’s most enduring and influential literary works through the timeless art of qigong.
$29.95 • 594 pag. • Code: B6199

The Dao in Action: Inspired Tales for Life
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
In this collection of fables, Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming shares the stories that have influenced him most as a martial artist and lifelong student of the Dao. They bring the Dao to life for readers of all generations.
$16.95 • 236 pag. • Code: B6519
The Martial Way and its Virtues—Tao De Gung
F. J. Chu
The martial arts revolve around the way of personal combat and to live in accordance with a warrior code of conduct and honor. The Martial Way promises a long and arduous journey. In the end, this higher ideal is what separates the warrior from the predator.
$15.95 • 128 pag. • Code: B698

The Cutting Season (Hardcover)
Arthur Rosenfeld
Dr. Xenon Pearl, the best neurosurgeon in South Florida, is the reincarnation of a vigilante Chinese warrior, or at least that’s what the recurring vision of his dead kung fu master tells him.
$21.95 • 320 pag. • Code: B0821

The Crocodile and the Crane
Arthur Rosenfeld
As apocalypse unfolds on Earth, two immortals who have survived for 3,000 years hold the secret to an ancient art that can save humanity - but is mankind worth saving?
$21.95 • 350 pag. • Code: B0876

Tengu-The Mountain Goblin: A Connor Burke Martial Arts Thriller
John Donohue, Ph.D.
A renegade martial arts Sensei known as the Tengu has been recruited to train a splinter group of Asian terrorists with links to Al Qaeda. The Tengu mourns the vanished prestige and cultural heritage of Imperial Japan.
$12.95 • 300 pag. • Code: B1231
**Quiet Teacher-A Xenon Pearl Martial Arts Thriller**
*Arthur Rosenfeld*

For the six months following his fiery showdown with South Florida’s Russian mob boss, Dr. Xenon Pearl has kept his avenging sword sheathed and his dark secret hidden. With a renewed sense of purpose, he sets out to find out more about the teachings that made him what he is by seeking a new teacher.

$12.95 • 388 pag. • Code: B1262

**The Cutting Season by Arthur Rosenfeld**
*Arthur Rosenfeld*

Dr. Xenon Pearl, the best neurosurgeon in South Florida, is the reincarnation of a vigilante Chinese warrior, or at least that’s what the recurring vision of his dead kung fu master tells him.

$12.95 • 348 pag. • Code: B1309

**A Sudden Dawn by Goran Powell**
*Goran Powell*

A Sudden Dawn is a refreshing take on the mythical origins of Kung Fu with a good pace, enjoyable interpretation of legendary characters, and wonderfully written adventures during the long journey across Asia.

$12.95 • 500 pag. • Code: B1989

**Kage-The Shadow: A Connor Burke Martial Arts Thriller**
*John Donohue, Ph.D.*

In the seemingly trackless waste of the desert outside Tucson, Arizona, a coyote cross border smuggler is found dead, another victim of the escalating violence on the southwest border.

$12.95 • 296 pag. • Code: B2108
Dukkha-The Suffering: A Sam Reeves Martial Arts Thriller  
*Loren W. Christensen*  
In the course of a single week, everything Sam Reeves believed in, everything he knew, everyone he trusted, all would be put on the line. For a family he never knew he had.  
$12.95 • 494 pag. • Code: B2269

Deshi-A Connor Burke Martial Arts Thriller  
*John Donohue, Ph.D.*  
Asian scholar and black belt artist Connor Burke labors as a deshi—a student under the tutelage of a master warrior—a practice that draws him into the execution-style murder of a Japanese businessman in Brooklyn.  
$14.95 • 330 pag. • Code: B2498

Sensei-A Connor Burke Martial Arts Thriller  
*John Donohue, Ph.D.*  
A modern-day ronin is traveling across the country, systematically murdering martial arts masters in ritualized combat. Martial artist Connor Burke and his NYPD homicide detective brother, Mick, must outwit the assassin. Connor faces his biggest fear—the specter of death at the hands of a far-superior warrior.  
$12.95 • 274 pag. • Code: B2528

Chojun-A Novel  
*Goran Powell*  
Two lives joined in karate, an island torn apart by war. A typhoon brings the renowned karate master Chojun Miyagi into the life of young Kenichi Ota, who must prove himself before he can enter the master’s inner circle.  
$12.95 • 360 pag. • Code: B2535
The Raven’s Warrior-A Novel

*Vincent Pratchett*

Wounded in battle, a near dead Celtic warrior is taken by Viken raiders. He is sold into a Mid-East slave market and then dragged further east, through the desert, into the ‘Middle Kingdom’.

$14.95 • 344 pag. • Code: B2580

Dukkha-Reverb: A Sam Reeves Martial Arts Thriller

*Loren W. Christensen*

If you’re going to fight bad guys, you might as well make them really mad at you!

$12.95 • 514 pag. • Code: B2634

Enzan-The Far Mountain: A Connor Burke Martial Arts Thriller

*John Donohue, Ph.D.*

Chie Miyazaki is wild and spoiled—the pampered child of a cadet line of the Imperial house of Japan. When she disappears in the United States accompanied by a slick Korean boyfriend, it sets off alarms among elite officials in Japan’s security apparatus.

$12.95 • 294 pag. • Code: B2818

Dukkha-Unloaded: A Sam Reeves Martial Arts Thriller

*Loren W. Christensen*

Detective Sam Reeves is barely seated in a cab when he learns that during his two-week trip in Southeast Asia, hate crimes have rocked his city of Portland, including one very brutal lynching.

$14.95 • 544 pag. • Code: B2832
Dukkha-Hungry Ghosts: A Sam Reeves Martial Arts Thriller
Loren W. Christensen
It’s the time of the seventh moon, when hungry ghosts slip through the gates of hell to bring havoc to the living. To some in the Asian community it is only folklore; to others it’s all too real.
$14.95 • 468 pag. • Code: B3914

Tai Chi Walking-A Low-Impact Approach to Better Health
Robert Chuckrow
For Tai Chi practitioners, walking provides an excellent opportunity to augment, refine, and reinforce Tai Chi principles and bridge the gap between formal practice and everyday life.
$16.95 • 152 pag. • Code: B23X

The Martial Arts Athlete-Mental and Physical Conditioning for Peak Performance
Tom Seabourne, Ph.D.
Answers questions that today’s competitors must know to succeed. Learn how to train for peak performance, create incredible physical conditioning programs, manage pain, and get answers to a host of nutrition and strength training questions.
$19.95 • 244 pag. • Code: B655

Power Body-Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Sports Performance Enhancement
Tom Seabourne, Ph.D.
To attain the ultimate body, you must understand your body. In this book, you’ll learn the safest, most effective state-of-the-art warmups, stretches and workouts. Sections include: Balanced training, body mechanics, strength training, injuries, etc..
$16.95 • 160 pag. • Code: B760
Mind/Body Fitness by Tom Seabourne
Tom Seabourne, Ph.D.
This book offers sound advice on how to add Mind/Body methods to your sport/fitness training, and reap the physical and mental benefits that modern research is now finding Mind/Body can achieve.
$15.95 • 350 pag. • Code: B876

Tai Chi for Depression: A 10 Week Program to Empower Yourself and Beat Depression
Dr. Aihan Kuhn
This book is designed to help readers understand depression and make positive changes to overcome it. Dr. Kuhn teaches a unique tai chi form as well as qigong and meditation. The form is easy to learn, easy to remember, and easy to practice.
$16.95 • 176 pag. • Code: B5208

Brain Fitness: The Easy Way of Keeping Your Mind Sharp Through Qigong
Dr. Aihan Kuhn
In Brain Fitness Dr. Aihan Kuhn shares her expertise in tai chi, qigong, and medicine, giving readers exercises designed to prevent brain aging. This book represents a synthesis of Dr. Kuhn’s studies in martial arts as well as Eastern and Western healing.
$16.95 • 160 pag. • Code: B5246

Pain-Free Joints: 46 Simple Qigong Movements for Arthritis Healing and Prevention
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
If pain-free joints are the goal, qigong movements can help. According to the Centers for Disease Control, over fifty million Americans struggle with doctor-diagnosed arthritis. By committing to a series of simple exercises, we can remain loose and flexible.
$14.95 • 128 pag. • Code: B5352
The Pain-Free Back
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Regain natural, pain-free motion and balance with qigong, a timeless Chinese art that promotes healing, flexibility, and balance. The gentle, meditative movements emphasize proper motion in coordination with breath.

$16.95 • 176 pag. • Code: B5376

True Wellness: How to Combine the Best of Western and Eastern Medicine for Optimal Health
Catherine Kurosu, MD, LaC, Dr. Aihan Kuhn
Discover a path to optimal health, even in a complicated Western health-care system. True Wellness is a step-by-step guide to optimal health, blending the best of Western and Eastern medical traditions.

$16.95 • 216 pag. • Code: B6304

True Wellness The Mind
Catherine Kurosu, MD, LaC, Dr. Aihan Kuhn
True Wellness: The Mind is a step-by-step guide to optimal mental health, blending the best of Western and Eastern medical traditions to address sleep disorders, anxiety, and depression.

$15.95 • 144 pag. • Code: B6649

The Judo Advantage: Controlling Movement with Modern Kinesiology
Steve Scott
The Judo Advantage explores the dynamics of how and why the human body works most efficiently for throwing, submission, and pinning techniques.

$18.95 • 240 pag. • Code: B6281
**The Juji Gatame Encyclopedia: Comprehensive Applications of the Cross-Body Armlock**

*Steve Scott*

Juji gatame is the pinnacle of armlocks. It remains the most consistently used joint lock in many grappling sports including judo, sambo, jujitsu, submission grappling, BJJ, and MMA.

$34.95 • 426 pag. • Code: B6472

---

**The Way of Kendo and Kenjitsu**

*Darrell Craig*

This book addresses advance level Kendo skills including equipment, exercises, wazas and the last three katas of the All Japan Kendo Federation, which uses the short sword (Wakizashi).

$22.95 • 278 pag. • Code: B0029

---

**The Way of Kata-A Comprehensive Guide to Deciphering Martial Applications**

*Lawrence A. Kane, Kris Wilder*

This groundbreaking book unveils methods, not only teaching you how to analyze your kata to understand what it is trying to tell you, but also helping you to utilize your fighting techniques more effectively-both in self-defense and in tournament applications.

$24.95 • 310 pag. • Code: B0584

---

**The Way of Sanchin Kata-The Application of Power**

*Kris Wilder*

Many believe that Sanchin Kata holds the key to mastering traditional martial arts. Those who understand its teachings find that it facilitates enormous quickness and power in any martial application. The challenge lies in gaining that understanding.

$24.95 • 212 pag. • Code: B0845
The Way to Black Belt—A Comprehensive Guide to Rapid, Rock-Solid Results

*Lawrence A. Kane*

Packed with actionable information, The Way to Black Belt will teach you how to set goals, find a good instructor, monitor your progress, overcome plateaus in your training, take advantage of learning opportunities, and work through the inevitable injuries that come with rigorous martial arts training.

$24.95 • 312 pag. • Code: B0852

The Art of Hojo Undo—Power Training for Traditional Karate

*Michael Clarke*

Hojo Undo means --supplemental training,' and using these tools is the key for developing the devastating power of karate techniques. Without Hojo Undo, a practitioner cannot reach the profound strength levels required for a lifetime of karate training.

$22.95 • 220 pag. • Code: B1361

Mugai Ryu—The Classical Samurai Art of Drawing the Sword

*Darrell Craig*

In this book, the author takes us on a tour of the Samurai code of Bushido. He talks of his encounters with the descendants of famous samurai of the past. The author instructs us on the use of the sword with over twenty traditional sword drawing techniques and sparring routines.

$29.95 • 323 pag. • Code: B183

Shin Gi Tai—Karate Training for Body, Mind, and Spirit

*Michael Clarke*

Within these pages, you will discover traditional karate; along the way, perhaps many of your own beliefs about karate will be confronted. You might have a body capable of mastering karate’s physical techniques, but do you have a mind with a level of awareness that is able to grasp the true spirit of karate?

$22.95 • 296 pag. • Code: B2177
Karate Science-Dynamic Movement  
*J.D. Swanson*

Karate Science: Dynamic Movement will help you understand the mechanics of the human body. Swanson describes these principles in incredible detail, drawing on examples from several styles of karate, as well as aikido, taekwondo, and judo.

$18.95 • 240 pag. • Code: B4591

Shihan Te-The Bunkai of Kata  
*Darrell Craig*

Kata is often called the mother of Karate. Bunkai is a kind of analysis (meaning, 'to disassemble') - a much neglected form of study within Karate. In Shihan Te: The Bunkai of Kata, these 'secrets' are revealed.

$22.95 • 180 pag. • Code: B884

Okinawa's Complete Karate System- Isshin Ryu  
*Michael Rosenbaum*

Okinawa's Complete Karate System offers you a comprehensive history of Isshin Ryu as well as a thorough investigation of its founder's life and philosophy with in-depth system's lineages, internal and external aspects of the art, and multiple interpretations of all Isshin Ryu kata.

$16.95 • 142 pag. • Code: B914

Krav Maga-Weapon Defenses  
*David Kahn*

A holistic approach to teaching, incorporating theory and communication techniques often overlooked in budo. Martial arts instructors will improve their abilities to motivate, educate, and retain students, develop a foundation to facilitate learning.

$24.95 • 314 pag. • Code: B2405
**Krav Maga-Professional Tactics**  
*David Kahn*  
This book is designed for security-conscious civilians, law enforcement officers, military personnel, and security professionals alike who want to improve their chances of not just surviving an armed attack, but increase the odds of prevailing without serious injury.  
$24.95 • 352 pag. • Code: B3556

**Krav Maga Combatives: Maximum Effect**  
*David Kahn*  
This book is designed for krav maga trainees, security-conscious civilians, law enforcement officers, security professionals, and military personnel alike who wish to refine their essential krav maga combatives.  
$24.95 • 336 pag. • Code: B6816

**Comprehensive Applications of Shaolin Chin Na-Practical defense of Chinese Seizing Arts for All Martial Styles**  
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*  
Presents Chin Na techniques in actual fighting scenarios. For example, applications of Chin Na when your opponent punches you, grabs your wrists, or even attacks you with a knife.  
$34.95 • 448 pag. • Code: B36X

**Chinese Fast Wrestling for Fighting-The Art of San Shou Kuai Jiao**  
*Liang, Shou-Yu, Tai Ngo*  
San Shou Kuai Jiao (Fast wrestling for fighting) is the Chinese martial art of throws and takedowns. This book presents seventy-five throws and takedowns against punches, kicks, and grabs, and demonstrates basic training methods such as stances, footwork, and strength training.  
$22.95 • 208 pag. • Code: B493
**Ancient Chinese Weapons-A Martial Artist’s Guide**  
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*


$18.95 • 158 pag. • Code: B671

**Northern Shaolin Sword-Forms, Techniques & Applications**  
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming, Jeffrey Bolt*

Sword training is one of the highest accomplishments in Chinese Martial Arts. Sword training improves your perception, timing, and reactions. This book presents in-depth history, fundamentals and three complete sword sequences, including a rare Matching Set.

$26.95 • 316 pag. • Code: B85X

**Liuhebafa-Five Character Secrets**  
*Paul Dillon*

Liuhebafa’s Five Character Secrets (of Li Dong Feng) are the original precepts of this rare internal martial art known as Huayue Xinyi Liuhebafaquan. Li discovered aged manuscripts of Chen Tuan, during an expedition to Chen’s ancient mountain home.

$18.95 • 168 pag. • Code: B728

**Kata and the Transmission of Knowledge-In Traditional Martial Arts**  
*Michael Rosenbaum*

It is the transmission of martial knowledge, through kata and other forms of communication that this book explores. The author reveals that prearranged fighting techniques were used by ancient Greeks, Egyptian, Asian, and European societies. Impressive sourcing and end-notes.

$16.95 • 228 pag. • Code: B0266
The Fighting Arts—Their Evolution from Secret Societies to Modern Times

*Michael Rosenbaum*

This book traces the evolution of the martial arts from the old worlds through today’s modern times. Expounds on cultural influences, differences between civilian and military warfare, myths and legends, segmentation of the arts in modern cultures and a discussion of the realities of terrorism.

$15.95 • 144 pag. • Code: B213

Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

THE GRANDFATHER STYLE OF NORTHERN KUNG FU. Originally published in 1981, this is one of the cornerstone books of an intelligent kung fu library. A limited supply book.

$14.95 • 242 pag. • Code: B0203

Martial Arts Instruction—Applying Educational Theory and Communication Techniques in the Dojo

*Lawrence A. Kane*

A holistic approach to teaching, incorporating theory and communication techniques often overlooked in budo. Martial arts instructors will improve their abilities to motivate, educate, and retain students, develop a foundation to facilitate learning.

$15.95 • 214 pag. • Code: B024X

Western Herbs—for Martial Artists and Contact Athletes

*Susan Lynn Peterson, Ph.D.*

Healing with herbs has long been a tradition in the martial arts. This book investigates sixty-four herbs that are readily available in North America and Europe.

$20.95 • 374 pag. • Code: B1972
Fight Like a Physicist: The Incredible Science Behind Martial Arts
Jason Thalken PhD
An in-depth look into the physics behind martial arts. For experienced martial artist or a curious enthusiast, this book gives you an “unfair advantage” by unraveling the complex science of effective fighting techniques and examining the core principles that make them work.
$16.95 • 128 pag. • Code: B3389

Training for Sudden Violence-72 Practical Drills
Rory Miller
This is a fight for your life, and it won’t happen on a nice soft mat. It will get, as Miller says, “all kinds of messy.” Training for Sudden Violence prepares you for that mess.
$18.95 • 160 pag. • Code: B3808

Sumo for Mixed Martial Arts: Winning Clinches, Takedowns, & Tactics
Andrew Zerling
This innovative book demonstrates how the study of sumo wrestling techniques can benefit practitioners of modern mixed martial arts (MMA), as well as other grappling arts. Sumo, Japan’s ancient martial art, has its own particular variations of MMA-style body locks, throws, and trips, among other techniques.
$19.95 • 200 pag. • Code: B4096

Fighter’s Fact Book: Principles and Drills to Make You a Better Fighter
Loren W. Christensen
Fighter’s Fact Book includes hundreds of training methods drawn from the author’s vast experience, research, and interviews with top instructors from around the country. This is an essential reference for every martial arts student and instructor.
$18.95 • 304 pag. • Code: B4829
**Fighter’s Fact Book 2, 2nd ed: Street Fighting Essentials**  
*Loren W. Christensen*  
The authors will show you how to make your street techniques fast and explosive, and how to prepare yourself mentally to use extreme force. These skills are not for the faint of heart. They are hardcore techniques intended to save your life or the life of a loved one.  
$19.95 • 432 pag. • Code: B4843

**Solo Training: The Martial Artist’s Home Training Guide**  
*Loren W. Christensen*  
Loren W. Christensen shows you over 300 ways you can add variety to your daily martial arts training routine. Whether you’re a student looking for fun new solo drills to spice up your home training or an instructor in search of new ways to pump up your classes, this book has what you need.  
$18.95 • 304 pag. • Code: B4881

**Solo Training 2, 2nd ed: The Martial Artist’s Guide to Building the Core**  
*Loren W. Christensen*  
If you’re looking to get more out of training, Solo Training 2 represents your next evolution in fighting techniques and concepts  
$19.95 • 336 pag. • Code: B4904

**Timing in the Fighting Arts: How to Win a Fight with Speed, Power, and Technique**  
*Loren W. Christensen*  
What if there were a secret ingredient that could make every one of your martial arts techniques better? Not only faster and more powerful, but more likely to slam home to exactly the right target every time? Maybe there is.  
$18.95 • 304 pag. • Code: B4966
The Fighter’s Body: The Martial Artist’s Solution to Diet, Strength, and Health

*Loren W. Christensen*

You have an owner’s manual for your car, your stereo, and even your blender, so why not your body? The Fighter’s Body is exactly that—an owner’s manual for your most complex piece of equipment.

$19.95 • 272 pag. • Code: B4980

The Warrior’s Manifesto: Ideals for those who Protect and Defend

*Daniel Modell*

The Warrior’s Manifesto is a concise and potent declaration of principles that chronicles the soul of the warrior by exploring the what, the why, and the way of those who protect and defend.

$12.95 • 92 pag. • Code: B5987

Winning Fights: 12 Proven Principles for Winning on the Street, in the Ring, at Life

*Dr. Phillip Stephens*

Winning Fights is based on principles, not techniques. Technique is important, but techniques change, adapt, and evolve. Principles are timeless.

$18.95 • 216 pag. • Code: B6007

Cardio Kickboxing Elite by Frank Thiboutot

*Frank Thiboutot*

Acquire real kickboxing and self-defense skills while getting into the cardiovascular shape of your life! In Cardio Kickboxing Elite, you’ll learn what impact resistance and hitting moving targets are all about, along with safe, authentic and effective ways to punch, block and kick, using real equipment and real bag work.

$19.95 • 176 pag. • Code: B922
Chinese Tui Na Massage
Xu Xiangcai
Tui Na specializes in injury repair, curing illness, and also maintains your health by adjusting your Qi to flow smoothly. Chinese Tui Na Massage is systematic, concise, practical and easy to read.
$18.95 • 236 pag. • Code: B043

Qigong Massage, Fundamental Techniques for Health and Relaxation
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
This comprehensive text by world renowned Qigong scholar, Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming, presents the fundamental techniques and theory of Qigong massage that you can use to enhance your skills, and deepen your knowledge and application of Qi (energetic) healing.
$26.95 • 406 pag. • Code: B0487

Dr. Wu’s Head Massage
Dr. Bin Jiang Wu
Dr. Bin Jiang Wu presents an easy-to-follow head massage program which can improve the Qi circulation of the entire body.
$16.95 • 140 pag. • Code: B0576

Natural Healing with Qigong, Therapeutic Qigong
Dr. Aihan Kuhn
In this book, Dr. Kuhn effectively explains and demonstrates how Therapeutic Qigong is a valuable and important adjunct to good health care. Her helpful directions and clear illustrations demonstrate this simple yet powerful Qigong routine that anyone can use to improve and then maintain their health.
$15.95 • 140 pag. • Code: B0010
**Back Pain Relief-Chinese Qigong for Healing and Prevention**  
**Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming**  
Relieve your back pain naturally, without drugs or surgery. Now you can learn these gentle qigong exercises and soothing massage techniques to help ease your lower back pain.  
$20.95 • 262 pag. • Code: B0258

**Arthritis Relief 3rd ed.**  
**Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming**  
Qigong exercises designed to first, heal the arthritic condition, second, to rebuild the strength of the joints, third, to help keep the joints healthy and prevent arthritis from occurring. Techniques include gentle movements, acupressure and massage.  
$16.95 • 214 pag. • Code: B0339

**Qigong Meditation-Small Circulation**  
**Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming**  
Small Circulation Meditation builds the body from weak to strong and trains the mind to be calm and focused. Dr. Yang presents a modern method for learning Small Circulation safely. Includes scientific analysis, translation and commentary of ancient documents, and a summary of the practice methods.  
$29.95 • 430 pag. • Code: B0673

**Qigong for Living-A Practical Guide for Improving Your Health with Qi from Modern China**  
**Yanling Lee Johnson**  
Explore Qigong as it relates to our soul and spirit; Qigong as it is taught and practiced in modern China; and learn many useful Qigong exercises that can be used to maintain health and refine the spirit. Also discusses Qigong as it relates to sexual pleasure.  
$16.95 • 274 pag. • Code: B116
Simple Chinese Medicine-A Beginner’s Guide to Natural Healing and Well-Being

*Dr. Aihan Kuhn*

Written for those new to natural healing, Simple Chinese Medicine gives you tools that you can use today to improve your quality of life and begin your healing journey.

$16.95 • 262 pag. • Code: B1248

Simple Qigong Exercises for Health: The Eight Pieces of Brocade 3rd. Ed

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

This book offers beginners a smart way to learn qigong (chi kung), the ancient Chinese system of gentle breathing, stretching, and strengthening movements.

$16.95 • 132 pag. • Code: B2696

The Essence of Shaolin White Crane-Martial Power and Qigong

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

This comprehensive martial arts training guide explores White Crane Kung Fu (Gongfu), one of the most famous martial styles developed in China. Martial Arts Qigong is integral to White Crane kung Fu and is a proven way to build explosive fighting power, known as Jin.

$36.95 • 352 pag. • Code: B353

Chinese Fitness-A Mind/Body Approach

*Qingshan Liu*

A comprehensive introduction to Qigong. Clear text and illustrations lay a solid foundation, and helpful photos demonstrate the basic exercises that will start you on the path to health. An excellent work for beginners and a first-rate addition to any Qigong collection.

$18.95 • 158 pag. • Code: B37X
Meridian Qigong Exercises: Combining Qigong, Yoga, & Acupressure
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Follow along and learn how a unique combination of simple yoga stretches, qigong movements, and acupressure techniques can relieve energy stagnation and rejuvenate your entire body.
$19.95 • 160 pag. • Code: B4133

The Root of Chinese Qigong-Secrets for Health, Longevity, and Enlightenment
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Our Very Best in Qigong Books. Dr. Yang teaches sitting and standing meditation, demonstrates massage techniques, and explores the Qi pathways in your body. He explains correct breathing methods, shares secrets for quieting the mind, and discusses how to increase your body's Qi supply.
$29.95 • 336 pag. • Code: B507

Qigong for Health and Martial Arts-Exercises and Meditation
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Increase your strength, improve your health, and discover greater martial power with ten separate sets of Qigong exercises. A special chapter discusses the application and uses of Qi and Qigong for enhancing martial arts ability as well as a section on soothing massage techniques.
$19.95 • 192 pag. • Code: B574

Qigong for Treating Common Ailments-The Essential Guide to Self Healing
Xu Xiangcai
Discover the ancient secrets to self-healing! While providing a system for maintaining overall health, and addressing specific problems, this book offers all natural, safe, easy-to-learn, and time-tested exercises and treatments.
$15.95 • 142 pag. • Code: B701
Qigong Meditation—Embryonic Breathing

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

To reach the goal of longevity and spiritual enlightenment, the first step is to understand the theory and the method of Embryonic Breathing then you will be able to practice Small and Grand Circulation effectively. Without this foundation, the root of spiritual enlightenment will not be established.

$29.95 • 414 pag. • Code: B736

Wild Goose Qigong—Natural Movements for Healthy Living

Hong-Chao Zhang

Wild Goose Qigong contains step-by-step instructions for each of the 64 movements of the form, along with an explanation of the various effects of each movement. Along with a concise and clearly written history of Qigong, you’ll get the background and understanding you’ll need for a lifetime of practice.

$16.95 • 118 pag. • Code: B787

A Woman’s Qigong Guide—Empowerment Through Movement Diet and Herbs

Yanling Lee Johnson

Women; take care of yourself physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Practical instruction for specific exercises, herbal remedies, diet, weight loss, depression and staying young.

$16.95 • 168 pag. • Code: B833

Qigong the Secret of Youth—Da Mo’s Muscle Tendon Changing & Marrow Brain Washing Classics

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

For over 1,000 years, Da Mo’s Classics have been considered the key to enlightenment and longevity. Using ancient Buddhist and Taoist documents as its foundation, this book discusses the theory & training methods in a modern, scientific manner.

$29.95 • 336 pag. • Code: B841
Traditional Chinese Health Secrets-The Essential Guide to Harmonious Living
Xu Xiangcai
Throughout China’s long history, ancient medical texts provided valuable advice on the subject of health: physical, emotional and spiritual. Isn’t it time you made use of this wisdom of the sages in your everyday life?
$18.95 • 236 pag. • Code: B892

6 Healing Movements-Qigong for Health, Strength & Longevity
Gin-Foon Mark
Venerated Master and Calligrapher Gin Foon Mark presents exercises (and sounds to make) in easily understood segments, giving English phonetic pronunciation for each sound, and clear sets of sequenced photos for you to follow.
$14.95 • 100 pag. • Code: B906

Principles of Traditional Chinese Medicine-The Essential Guide to Understanding the Human Body
Xu Xiangcai
Principles of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) will provide you with the principles of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases. This book is systematic, concise, practical and easy to read. Originally published in China, this re-edited edition is an excellent reference.
$18.95 • 216 pag. • Code: B99x

Lawrence A. Kane
This book teaches proven survival skills that will keep you safe on the street. Everyone, including experienced martial artists, security and law enforcement professionals, and concerned citizens will benefit from this vital information.
$24.95 • 364 pag. • Code: B0711
Meditations on Violence-A Comparison of Martial Arts Training and Real World Violence

Rory Miller

Experienced martial artist and veteran correction officer

Sgt. Rory Miller explores the differences between martial arts training and real-world violence.

$18.95 • 202 pag. • Code: B1187

The Little Black Book of Violence-What Every Young Man Needs To Know About Fighting

Lawrence A. Kane, Kris Wilder

The book will arm you with the knowledge and good sense to make informed choices in hazardous situations. Every time you engage in violence, no matter how small or trivial it may appear, it has the potential of escalating into something extraordinarily serious.

$24.95 • 370 pag. • Code: B1293

Dirty Ground-The Tricky Space Between Sport and Combat

Kris Wilder, Lawrence A. Kane

What you are fighting for changes every element of how you fight. Understand how to modify your fighting for sport, combat, and the tricky space between them known as the ‘dirty ground’.

$18.95 • 176 pag. • Code: B2115

Facing Violence-Preparing for the Unexpected

Rory Miller

Our very best in self-defense. There are seven elements that must be addressed to bring self-defense training to something approaching --complete. Any training that dismisses any of these areas leaves you vulnerable. Our very best in self-defense.

$18.95 • 242 pag. • Code: B2139
**Force Decisions—A Citizen’s Guide:**
Understanding How Police Determine Appropriate Use of Force

*Rory Miller*

In a free and peaceful society where so many have been taught that all violence is wrong, citizens are often confused and dismayed when officers use force, even when the force is perfectly lawful and justified.

$18.95 • 206 pag. • Code: B2436

**Scaling Force—Dynamic Decision Making Under Threat of Violence**

*Rory Miller*

Use too much force and you are going to jail. Use too little force and you’re in for a world of hurt. If you do not know how to succeed at all six levels there are situations in which you will have no appropriate options. More often than not, that will end badly.

$18.95 • 342 pag. • Code: B2504

**Conflict Communication—A New Paradigm in Conscious Communication**

*Rory Miller*

Conflict Communication (ConCom) presents a functional taxonomy to see, understand, and manipulate the roots of life’s conflicts.

$18.95 • 192 pag. • Code: B3310

**First Defense: Anxiety and Instinct for Self-Protection**

*David Hopkins*

Anxiety happens whether you like it or not. It’s your body’s way of telling you “something is wrong here.” Learning how to use anxiety as a personal weapon for self-defense is the best way you can achieve awareness and avoidance, which are the first two steps learned in self-defense preparedness training.

$18.95 • 200 pag. • Code: B3426
Defensive Tactics: Modern Arrest & Control Techniques for Today’s Police Warrior

Loren W. Christensen

Whether you are a law enforcement officer seeking to improve your edge or a martial artist wanting to expand your knowledge of street-proven techniques, you will find Defensive Tactics: Street-Proven Arrest and Control Techniques is filled with invaluable information.

$24.95 • 384 pag. • Code: B4867

Self-Defense for Women: Fight Back

Loren W. Christensen

If you’re ready to learn to fight back, Loren and Lisa know exactly what you need to survive an attack in your home or on the street.

$18.95 • 224 pag. • Code: B4928

Fighting the Pain-Resistant Attacker: Step-by-Step Survival Techniques

Loren W. Christensen

There is a truth in the world of hand-to-hand combat that too many martial artists aren’t aware of or refuse to believe. Every time you discover a sure technique, one that makes all your training partners groan and writhe in agony, there exists out there in the mean streets a host of people who won’t feel it.

$18.95 • 208 pag. • Code: B4942

The Protector Ethic: Morality, Virtue, and Ethics in the Martial Way

James V. Morganelli

The Protector Ethic is a deep dive exploring the principles and values that must anchor a modern warrior. As a martial artist and ethicist, the author says martial arts are much more than technical exercises.

$18.95 • 208 pag. • Code: B5581
Traditional Taekwondo-Core Techniques, History and Philosophy
Doug Cook
The history and evolution of Taekwondo from its ancient roots to modern day applications. Also included are exercises in “Ki” or internal energy development, meditation practice, and practical self-defense strategies. More focused on the traditional aspects of Taekwondo rather than on its sportive component.
$18.95 • 302 pag. • Code: B0665

Advancing in Tae Kwon Do
Richard Chun
Originally published in 1983, this authoritative work has been the guide for thousands of Taekwondo Black Belts as they advanced in their training. Whether for self-defense, forms competition, or for preparation for Olympic games, this revised edition provides beginner & advanced training.
$34.95 • 480 pag. • Code: B072X

Tae Kwon Do-The Korean Martial Art
Richard Chun
Originally published in 1976, this authoritative work has been the guide for thousands of Taekwondo practitioners as they advance in their training.
$34.95 • 630 pag. • Code: B0869

Taekwondo-A Path to Excellence
Doug Cook
This book, in seven parts, offers you the opportunity to visit the garden that is Taekwondo. Discover what it means to be a steadfast practitioner, understand Taekwondo’s honorable past, and prosper in the confidence and purpose that Taekwondo offers to all that participate.
$14.95 • 210 pag. • Code: B1286
**Taekwondo Spirit and Practice-Beyond Self Defense**  
*Richard Chun*

Master Richard Chun takes us on a first hand account of his life story and his dedication to the art of Taekwondo. We begin in Korea just before the Korean war and learn why Taekwondo is a noble and positive recreation for children, offering them challenges and lessons that they will reflect upon for their entire lives.

$15.95 • 190 pag. • Code: B221

**Taekwondo-Defense Against Weapons**  
*Kim, Bok Man*

This book provides defense techniques taught to military, law enforcement officials, and black belts. Beginners will have a chance to see the application of their training in actual weapon defenses. Advanced students will learn techniques and fundamental training that has been field tested since the inception of the art in the 1950s.

$34.95 • 432 pag. • Code: B2276

**Taekwondo Black Belt Poomsae: Original Koryo and Koryo**  
*Richard Chun, Doug Cook*

Every level 1 black belt student is required to learn Poomsae Koryo. Yet, few are familiar with the ancestral form known as the “Original Koryo”.

$18.95 • 192 pag. • Code: B2641

**Taekwondo-Ancient Wisdom For the Modern Warrior**  
*Doug Cook*

Learn how principles such as honor, perseverance, and dedication will enhance your daily life, how the philosophical and physical tenets combine to form not only a way of living, but a solid system of self-defense, and why these concepts are not just quaint ideals, but more important than ever in today’s age.

$18.95 • 240 pag. • Code: B930
Tai Chi Connections, Advancing Your Tai Chi Experience
John Loupos
This book looks deeply into Tai Chi’s technical intricacies and nuances, offering guidance and practice tips, replete with step-by-step directions, on how to bring your Tai Chi to a higher level of correct execution.
$20.95 • 210 pag. • Code: B0320

Sunrise Tai Chi—Simplified Tai Chi for Health and Longevity
Ramel Rones, David Silver
This book introduces the history and principles of Tai Chi Chuan. Presents a modern and unique teaching approach, a simplified short Tai Chi sequence that helps develop symmetry and balance in your strength and flexibility.
$16.95 • 219 pag. • Code: B0838

Tai Chi Secrets of the Yang Style—Chinese Classics, Translations, Commentary
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Immerse yourself in the secrets of the Yang Style, the world’s most popular style. You’ll find Tai Chi Secrets of the Yang Style an invaluable resource for understanding your art.
$22.95 • 224 pag. • Code: B094

Inside Tai Chi—Hints, Tips, Training, & Process for Students and Teachers
John Loupos
Offers practical advice, observations, training exercises and detailed discussions on the learning process. Help students learn—and teachers teach—more effectively, offering real life tools for stress reduction, along with invaluable Tai Chi specific tools such as advanced rooting.
$20.95 • 222 pag. • Code: B108
Tai Chi Dynamics-Principles of Natural Movement, Health & Self-Development
*Robert Chuckrow*
For intermediate and advanced Tai Chi players. The author, a Tai Chi practitioner for 37 years and whose Ph.D. is in experimental physics, applies logic and basic scientific principles of anatomy, physiology, and physics to muscular action, breathing, and alignment in Tai Chi movement and push-hands.
$20.95 • 274 pag. • Code: B1163

Tai Chi Secrets of the Wu Style-Chinese Classics, Translations, Commentary
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*
Dr. Yang has translated these classics from the original Chinese, and has written commentaries to make them more accessible to contemporary minds. Tai Chi Secrets of the Wu Style is an invaluable resource for students who seek true understanding of their art.
$16.95 • 120 pag. • Code: B175

Tai Chi Ball Qigong-For Health and Martial Arts
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming, David W. Grantham*
Our very best in tai chi ball. Tai Chi Ball Qigong is a way to increase your physical power and energy, for improving health and martial art skills. It offers strength-training and stress-relief.
$24.95 • 336 pag. • Code: B1996

Tai Chi Chuan, Classical Yang Style-The Complete Form and Qigong (Revised 2nd Edition)
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*
This revised edition offers beginners a comprehensive introduction to Tai Chi, a step-by-step guide to learning the complete form, and the fundamentals necessary for correct practice.
$24.95 • 396 pag. • Code: B2009
Sunset Tai Chi-Simplified Tai Chi for Relaxation and Longevity
Ramel Rones, David Silver
While the bestselling Sunrise Tai Chi offered a program to get energized in the morning, Sunset Tai Chi teaches Tai Chi for stress relief at the end of the day, thus preventing and healing numerous stress-related illnesses.
$20.95 • 452 pag. • Code: B2122

Tai Chi Qigong: The Internal Foundation of Tai Chi Chuan (Revised 2nd Edition)
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
This book teaches tai chi qigong exercises that are useful for improving your tai chi skills and overall health. Companion to the Tai Chi Qigong DVD.
$20.95 • 192 pag. • Code: B2689

Simplified Tai Chi Chuan 24 & 48 Postures with Applications (2nd Edition Revised)
Liang, Shou-Yu, Wen-Ching Wu
This book is designed for self-study and can help you learn both the Simplified Tai Chi 24 Posture form and the Simplified Tai Chi Chuan 48 Posture form quickly and accurately.
$18.95 • 336 pag. • Code: B2788

Tai Chi Sword Classical Yang Style 2nd Ed: The Complete Form, Qigong, and Applications
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
This book provides a solid and practical approach to learning tai chi sword accurately and quickly. Includes over 500 photographs with motion arrows!
$26.95 • 242 pag. • Code: B2856
Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power: Advanced Yang Style

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

The study of tai chi power is a direct link to tai chi as a martial art. When you finish learning the tai chi form and begin the second level of your practice, it’s time to focus your efforts on theory and principles of tai chi’s amazing power (jing).

$26.95 • 296 pag. • Code: B2948

Tai Chi Chuan Martial Applications: Advanced Yang Style, 3rd Edition

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

This 3rd edition includes a new and easy-to-follow layout. Each technique is presented in four to six large photographs with detailed instructions on how to perform the movements. Motion arrows are used on the photographs to help you execute the movements correctly.

$29.95 • 352 pag. • Code: B2993

The Mind Inside Tai Chi—Sustaining a Joyful Heart

Henry (Yinghao) Zhuang

To be successful with tai chi you need to stay motivated. Henry Zhuang will show you how to change it from a mere act of doing tai chi to a long-term sustainable exercise that inspires pure joy in your heart. Knowing what this means and how to do it are important for maintaining tai chi in your life, day after day, year after year.

$16.95 • 176 pag. • Code: B3334

The Mind Inside Yang Style Tai Chi—Lao Liu Lu 22-Posture Short Form

Henry (Yinghao) Zhuang

If you are unfamiliar with Yang style, The Mind Inside Yang Style Tai Chi is the perfect place to begin. If you are a longtime practitioner, Henry Zhuang’s insight will deepen your appreciation for this art.

$18.95 • 232 pag. • Code: B3532
Exploring Tai Chi—Contemporary Views on an Ancient Art
*John Loupos*
Helps students to understand the intricacies of Tai Chi training, as well as the underlying motives and psychological processes involved in ongoing practice. Learn to implement the principles of Tai Chi into your life. Disclosure and Empowerment are reoccurring themes.

$20.95 • 222 pag. • Code: B424

Tai Chiquan Theory of Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming—The Root of Tai Chiquan
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*
Tai Chiquan Theory of Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming is an attempt to join together the various theories on Tai Chiquan in one complete text. “Based upon my personal background and understanding, I have tried my best to compile the Tai Chiquan Theory and practice concepts in this book”.

$29.95 • 302 pag. • Code: B432

Tai Chi In 10 Weeks: Beginner’s Guide
*Dr. Aihan Kuhn*
This book is designed to guide beginning students through the fundamentals of tai chi in ten weeks. Dr. Aihan Kuhn teaches readers the twenty-four-step Yang-style form. She shares insight on warming up, healing, and avoiding injury.

$17.95 • 224 pag. • Code: B5055

108 Insights into Tai Chi Chuan—A String of Pearls
*Michael Gilman*
A collection of observations on the art of Tai Chi Chuan, each insight touches on an important element of Tai Chi—health, breathing, body mechanics, Chi flow, Pushing Hands, and more. Discover ways to get the fullest benefits from Tai Chi, improve Pushing Hands, and keep your body in tune. Read it once, read it often.

$10.95 • 128 pag. • Code: B582
Mindful Exercise: Metarobics, Healing, and the Power of Tai Chi

Dr. Peter Anthony Gryffin

This groundbreaking book demonstrates the link between health and Metarobics, the author’s term for slow, meditative exercises that enhance blood oxygen saturation, diffusion, and oxygen-based metabolism. Metarobics—including tai chi, qigong, and yoga-focus on movement, relaxation, and deep breathing.

$15.95 • 152 pag. • Code: B6175

The Tai Chi Book—Refining and Enjoying a Lifetime of Practice

Robert Chuckrow

The Tai Chi Book is your guide to the fullest health benefits of Tai Chi and to higher levels of skill and ability.

$20.95 • 224 pag. • Code: B647

Tai Chi Secrets of the Ancient Masters—Selected Readings with Commentary

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming translated these poems from the original Chinese, he has written additional commentaries to make them more accessible to contemporary minds. Insights from the Masters of Tai Chi Chuan is an invaluable resource for students who seek true understanding of their art.

$12.95 • 128 pag. • Code: B71X

101 Reflections on Tai Chi Chuan

Michael Gilman

A collection of observations on the art of Tai Chi Chuan, with insight about health, breathing, body mechanics, Chi flow, Pushing Hands, and more. Discover ways to get the fullest benefits from Tai Chi, improve Pushing Hands, and keep your body in tune. Read it once, read it often.

$10.95 • 124 pag. • Code: B868
**Tai Chi Secrets of the Wu & Li Styles: Chinese Classics, Translations, Commentary**

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Dr. Yang has translated these classics from the original Chinese, and has written commentaries to make them more accessible to contemporary minds. *Tai Chi Secrets of the Wu & Li Styles* is an invaluable resource for true understanding of the Wu & Li Styles.

$24.95 • 144 pag. • Code: B981

**The Art and Science of Staff Fighting**

*Joe Varady*

This book stands apart from other staff training manuals. While most titles focus on forms and twirling, *The Art and Science of Staff Fighting* emphasizes the dynamics of combat. The author draws on thirty years of martial experience, presenting the best of both Eastern and Western traditions.

$22.95 • 224 pag. • Code: B4119

**Xingyiquan-Theory, Applications, Fighting Tactics, and Spirit 2nd ed.**

*Liang, Shou-Yu, Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Traditional Xingyiquan training, including two sequences with martial applications, and the famous fighting set “An Shen Pao”. Unique discussion of Xingyiquan theories and principles, drawn from ancient poems and songs. Understanding these will greatly speed your training.

$26.95 • 302 pag. • Code: B416
“To practice accurately, you must not only understand the theory but also the correct methods of practice. Knowing the theory correctly places a clear and accurate map in your hands leading you to your goal in the shortest time. Without this map, you may take many years to find the correct path.”

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

“What fascinates me the most is the universal truth we may discover through the training of this art. Chinese martial arts are so beautiful and profound. From its thousands years of history, we are able to see the wisdom of our ancestors. Although they originated from China, tai chi and Chinese martial arts belong to the whole world.”

Chenhan Yang

“One of the most beneficial aspects of tai chi exercise is deep relaxation. Modern science has proven the amazing health benefits of tai chi and meditation. Its important that you find some time each week to focus on taking care of yourself. Find a relaxing place where you can tune into your body, and get some mind/body exercise.”

Helen Liang

“When training martial arts, you are learning to set aside anger, impatience, selfish desire, and hatred. In ancient times, every Daoist had his or her own sword to be used for martial practice, self defense, or for ritual purposes.”

Zhou, Xuan-Yun
**Baguazhang**

**Baguazhang-Emei Baguazhang (8 Trigrams Palm Kung Fu)**

*Liang, Shou-Yu, Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Training Drills, Theory, and Forms of the esoteric “8 trigrams palm” kung fu, Baguazhang. Three videos in one DVD by Grandmaster Liang and Dr. Yang!

$49.95 • 180 min • Code: D0649

**Bagua for Beginners 1: Eight Palms**

*Chenhan Yang*

Learn Baguazhang Step by Step with Master Chenhan. Like tai chi, bagua has been known for centuries as a powerful way to transform your health, improve your strength, and raise your spirit.

$29.95 • 75 min • Code: D6700

**Bagua for Beginners 2: Swimming Body**

*Chenhan Yang*

Learn Baguazhang Step by Step with Master Chenhan. Baguazhang translates to “eight trigrams palm”. The Swimming Body form is essential fundamental training for all bagua students, building upon the basic Eight Palms skills.

$29.95 • 107 min • Code: D6809

**YMAA 25-Year Anniversary**

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Video footage and photographs of Dr. Yang and YMAA students with dozens of performances of Kung Fu and Tai Chi sequences, award-winning demonstrations, and interviews.

$29.95 • 350 min • Code: D0708
Analysis of Shaolin Chin Na, Instructor’s Manual for All Martial Art Styles
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
The first program in the Chin Na DVD series. Chin Na is the art of joint locks and manipulation of acupuncture cavities. Chin Na speed and power training are included.
$39.95 • 90 min • Code: D0231

Chin Na In Depth-Advanced Practical
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Dr. Yang’s best Chin Na DVD. The final stage of your Chin Na training is to master a few techniques until they are an instant reflex.
$39.95 • 155 min • Code: D1224

Chin Na In Depth-Courses 1 - 4
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
“Chin Na” means “Seize Control”. 34 finger, hand, and joint-locking techniques taught with attention to detail by Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming.
$49.95 • 117 min • Code: D602

Chin Na In Depth-Courses 5 - 8
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Learn Chin Na (Qin Na) for controlling and incapacitating your opponent with 30 finger, hand, and joint-locking techniques. Dr. Yang shows corrections for common mistakes, as students demonstrate the techniques.
$59.95 • 140 min • Code: D610
Chin Na In Depth-Courses 9 - 12
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
43 finger, hand, and joint-locking Chin Na techniques, including Leg Wrestling and Chin Na for defense and counter-attacking against a Chin Na!
$59.95 • 150 min • Code: D629

Tai Chi Chin Na in Depth-The Seizing Art of Tai Chiquan
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Reduced price! Chin Na is the art of seizing and controlling an opponent with fast and effective joint locks, cavity press, bone misplacement, muscle grabbing, and artery sealing. 2-DVD set. 6 hours.
$69.95 • 375 min • Code: D0463

Xingyiquan (Hsing I Chuan)-Twelve Animals Kung Fu and Applications
Liang, Shou-Yu
Xingyiquan, or ‘Shape-Mind Fist’ is a well-known Chinese internal Kung Fu which imitates the movements and characteristics of twelve animals, with martial applications by Grandmaster Liang, Shou-Yu.
$29.95 • 45 min • Code: D1200

Sanchin Kata-The Root of Karate Power
Kris Wilder
The ancient Sanchin Kata, or ‘Three Battles Sequence’, can be traced back to the roots of karate. Some consider it the missing link between Chinese kung fu and Okinawan karate.
$39.95 • 60 min • Code: D1897
Kung Fu for Kids-A Fun Workout for Kids

Ben Warner, Nicholas C. Yang
Start the young martial artist in the family on a good path! Boys & Girls, Ages 5 - 12. Based on the very popular YMAA Children's kung fu program.

$19.95 • 75 min • Code: D1880

Mastering Krav Maga 3-DVD set Vol 3: Firearm Defenses

David Kahn
Chief Instructor David Kahn teaches essential techniques (beginner to expert) to defend against all manners of firearm threats from carjackings to bayonet-type attacks from the brown and advanced black belt levels of the Israeli krav maga curriculum.

$79.99 • 249 min • Code: D86717

Mastering Krav Maga 5-DVD set Vol. 2: Impact & Edged Weapon Defenses

David Kahn
Chief Instructor David Kahn teaches essential techniques (beginner to expert) to defend against all manners of impact and edged weapon attacks from the green, blue, brown, and black belt levels of the Israeli krav maga curriculum.

$129.99 • 400 min • Code: D86712

Mastering Krav Maga 6-DVD set

David Kahn
Israeli Krav Maga Association U.S. Chief Instructor David Kahn teaches essential techniques to defend against all manners of unarmed attack from the yellow, orange, and green belt levels of the Israeli krav maga curriculum (beginner to advanced).

$129.99 • 380 min • Code: D51347
Kung Fu Body Conditioning
1-Traditional Training for Endurance and Power
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Dr. Yang and the students of the YMAA Retreat Center’s full-time kung fu training program instruct exercises for developing endurance and power, with a special section on qigong meditation.
$39.95 • 240 min • Code: D2085

Kung Fu Body Conditioning
2-Traditional Training for Endurance and Power
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming and the students of the YMAA Retreat Center’s long-term kung fu training program instruct intermediate-level body conditioning exercises.
$39.95 • 240 min • Code: D2290

Kung Fu for Teens
Ben Warner
Specially designed for teenagers, this workout will develop your body, speed, and power while you learn real kung fu techniques. For ages 11 & up.
$19.95 • 105 min • Code: D2573

Shaolin Kung Fu-Fundamental Training
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Shaolin Kung Fu stretching, punches, kicks and stances will benefit your health, and are a vital part of all martial artists’ training.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D0436
Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu Advanced Sequences Part Two (2) DVD set

*Nicholas C. Yang*

Advanced kung fu sequences San Lu Cha Quan and Si Lu Ben Za build upon skills learned from intermediate training. 8 hours on 2 DVDs.

$59.95 • 490 min • Code: D2313

Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu-Advanced Sequences Part One (2) DVD Set

*Nicholas C. Yang*

Advanced kung fu sequences San Lu Pao and Taizu Changquan build upon skills learned from intermediate training. 8 hours on 2 DVDs.

$59.95 • 490 min • Code: D2061

Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu-Basic Sequences

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Learn 3 basic sequences of Shaolin Kung Fu with nearly 200 martial applications, and over an hour of DVD-only extra content including a stretching and warming up section, and the history of Shaolin Kung Fu.

$49.95 • 240 min • Code: D661

Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu-Intermediate Sequences 2-DVD Set

*Nicholas C. Yang*

4 intermediate-level Shaolin Long Fist kung fu sequences & their martial applications. Dr. Yang discusses each sequence. 2-DVD Set.

$59.95 • 446 min • Code: D1071
Shaolin White Crane Kung Fu (Gong Fu) Basic Training Courses 1 & 2
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Kung fu fundamentals, including the history of White Crane Kung Fu, basic qigong, stances, movements, Jin patterns, hand techniques, & the Qi Xing Quan sequence with martial applications.
$59.95 • 150 min • Code: D599

Shaolin White Crane Kung Fu (Gong Fu) - Basic Training Courses 3 & 4
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Solo and Partner Kung Fu Basics, Sparring, and the Bridge Hands and Shan He Quan Sequences with Martial Applications.
$59.95 • 240 min • Code: D0784

Shuai Jiao Kung Fu Wrestling - Fundamental Defense Techniques
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Dr. Yang teaches traditional kung fu wrestling for taking down an opponent. Shuai Jiao specializes in countering against punching and kicking, using defense as the offense.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D1149

Wudang Kung Fu - Fundamental Training (Ji Ben Tao Lu)
Zhou, Xuan-Yun
Wudang history, warm-up routine, basic stances, punches, and kicks, and basic Wudang Kung Fu Ji Ben sequence with martial applications.
$39.95 • 97 min • Code: D1316
Water Style for Beginners  
*Helen Liang*

Water style is the next step in your internal-arts journey. Like tai chi, Water style is a popular internal martial art known for centuries to transform your health. In this follow-along video, Master Helen teaches a basic understanding of the 66-movement Water-style form.

$29.95 • 154 min • Code: D6717

Qigong Massage-Fundamental Techniques for Health and Relaxation  
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Over 3 hours of self massage and partner massage techniques to relieve muscular stress and blockages in the Qi circulatory system.

$49.95 • 220 min • Code: D0592

Beginner Qigong for Women: Radiant Lotus Medical Qigong Forms  
*Daisy Lee*

Daisy Lee guides you through a series of effective anti-aging qigong forms that balance women’s physical, mental, and emotional health. DVD 2 in the Radiant Lotus Qigong series.

$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D5604

Beginner Qigong for Women: Radiant Lotus Qigong Exercises  
*Daisy Lee*

Qigong master Daisy Lee guides you through an easy series of healing qigong exercises for women, in DVD 1 of the Radiant Qigong series.

$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D5567
Five Animal Sports Qigong
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
With the movements and spirit of the Tiger, Deer, Bear, Monkey, and Bird, a practitioner can build their strength and longevity and enjoy excellent health. Learn qigong for the four seasons.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D1106

Introduction to Qi Gong
Lee Holden
Qi means energy. Every system in your body needs energy. Your nervous system and spine conduct a tremendous amount of energy communicating mind to body and body to mind. When the Qi in your body is blocked, the systems don’t run smoothly.
$29.95 • 44 min • Code: D5444

Meridian Qigong: Combined Qigong, Yoga, and Acupressure Exercises
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Learn Master Yang’s personal daily health regimen, combining qigong, yoga, and acupressure exercises.
$39.95 • 320 min • Code: D2955

Neigong: Martial Qigong for Internal Power
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
2-DVD. Develop your internal energy (Qi) with Master Yang by training Neigong, martial arts qigong.
$49.95 • 340 min • Code: D2986
Qi Gong Five Elements Energy Balance
Lee Holden
Enjoy the power and grace of this classic sequence of movements. Feel connected to your inner power, connected to your flow, relaxed into the present moment.
$29.95 • 45 min • Code: D5666

Qi Gong for Anxiety
Lee Holden
There’s a saying in Qi Gong, “Let your mind be clear like a mountain lake: reflective, free and open.” This routine will help you find that equanimity, where the body is relaxed and the mind at peace. Join Qi Gong teacher and PBS favorite, Lee Holden, in this simple and easy to follow routine.
$29.95 • 37 min • Code: D5437

Qi Gong for Arms, Wrists, and Hands
Lee Holden
Through gentle stretching, flowing movements, and improved circulation, qi gong can help bring healing energy to the arms, wrists, and hands, and it can benefit the energy channels in each arm.
$29.95 • 45 min • Code: D5482

Qi Gong for Better Breathing
Lee Holden
Qi Gong refreshes the system in every moment, clearing out stagnant emotions and thoughts and taking in the new possibilities with each breath.
$29.95 • 45 min • Code: D5505
Qi Gong for Energy and Vitality  
*Lee Holden*

In this routine, you will learn how to move with intrinsic strength. The routine begins by activating internal energy, getting it to circulate and flow. The program continues with relaxed stretching exercises to free up tension and tightness.

$29.95 • 52 min • Code: D5420

---

Qi Gong for Headaches  
*Lee Holden*

If you’re looking for a headache solution outside a pill bottle, consider trying qi gong exercises. With the ability to help relieve tension, boost circulation, and calm the mind, qi gong can be a powerful and natural remedy for headaches.

$29.95 • 36 min • Code: D5475

---

Qi Gong for Healthy Joints  
*Lee Holden*

Exercises to give you immediate pain relief, improve your joint strength and flexibility, and circulate the life force energy.

$29.95 • 40 min • Code: D5451

---

Qi Gong for High Blood Pressure  
*Lee Holden*

Stress contracts the energy system, which in turn contracts the blood vessels. When we relax, the vessels dilate and the qi flows. Research shows that a daily practice of qi gong can lower blood pressure.

$29.95 • 44 min • Code: D5499
Qi Gong for Strong Bones
Lee Holden
Exercises to improve bone density, increase energy, and circulate the life force energy. DVD includes three workout options: Extended (33 mins), Long (25 mins), or Short (11 mins).
$29.95 • 71 min • Code: D5468

Qi Gong for the Upper Back and Neck
Lee Holden
Get to the source of the problem and release tightness and pain naturally. Learn the skills and resources to take care of your body from the inside out. Use these Qi Gong practices for a tension free body, a relaxed upper back and neck, and a calm clear mind.
$29.95 • 45 min • Code: D5413

Qi Gong Mindfulness in Motion
Lee Holden
To stabilize the mind, we must pay attention to the activities of the body. Through breath, energy, movement, and relaxation, we enter into a deep, rich experience of the present moment.
$29.95 • 45 min • Code: D5529

Qigong for Cancer: Beginner Exercises for Healing and Prevention
Helen Liang
The American Cancer Society, the World Cancer Research Fund, the American Institute for Cancer Research, the American College of Sports Medicine, and the US Department of Health and Human Services all advocate physical activity for cancer patients and survivors.
$39.95 • 168 min • Code: D4799
Qigong for Healing—Learn to Safely Use the Ancient Art of Qigong to Heal Yourself and Others
Lisa B. O’Shea
$29.95 • 180 min • Code: D2320

Qigong for Longevity—Maintain Vigorous Good Health the Traditional Chinese Way
Kao Tao
The daily qigong regimen of Dr. Yang’s 80-year old teacher, Grandmaster Kao, Tao! Learn 12 seated qigong exercises to be active and energized for many years to come. No prior experience required.
$29.95 • 50 min • Code: D2092

Qigong for Women—Ancient Healing Wisdom for Modern Women
Lisa B. O’Shea
Qigong Master Lisa B. O’Shea teaches you to understand the different aspects of your body’s energy, how to determine if there is a problem in your circulation, and the qigong techniques to improve these issues.
$29.95 • 217 min • Code: D2566

Qigong for Women: Lotus Rises Through the Water Medical Qigong Form
Daisy Lee
Lotus Rises From the Water _ an empowering movement that releases stagnant Qi from all the joints, stretches the muscles, energizes the internal organs and brings in revitalized Qi for the whole body. A favorite amongst practitioners.
$29.95 • min • Code: D5611
Shaolin White Crane Hard & Soft Qigong

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

Hard Qigong strengthens muscles, tendons, and ligaments and develops the strength and flexibility of the torso and spine. Soft Qigong promotes good health of the spine and helps to keep the waist and torso fit and flexible.

$59.95 • 190 min • Code: D637

Simple Qigong Exercises for Health-The Eight Pieces of Brocade

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

These gentle stretches and breathing exercises stimulate your immune system, strengthen your internal organs, and give you abundant energy.

$34.95 • 145 min • Code: D0037

Simple Qigong Exercises-for Arthritis Relief

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

Over 30 qigong exercises and simple massage techniques demonstrated by Dr. Yang and Ramel Rones. Relieve or prevent arthritis naturally!

$14.95 • 70 min • Code: D0890

Simple Qigong Exercises-for Back Pain Relief

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

Dr. Yang offers an introduction to qigong, and demonstrates 10 simple qigong exercises to relieve back pain and heal injuries. Massage techniques for self and partner are included.

$14.95 • 95 min • Code: D0883
Tai Chi Qigong - The Internal Foundation of Tai Chi Chuan
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

These movements prepare you for great Tai Chi practice by loosening your joints, warming your muscles, stimulating your Qi (energy) flow, and sharpening your concentration. Qigong is the key to developing the phenomenal internal power of Tai Chi Chuan.

$39.95 • 105 min • Code: D0215

Understanding Qigong DVD 1-What is Qigong? & The Human Qi Circulatory System
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Dr. Yang presents a clear and fascinating scientific explanation of his Qigong theory, and offers simple Qigong exercises for you to begin experiencing your Qi (energy).

$39.95 • 264 min • Code: D069X

Understanding Qigong DVD 2-Keypoints of Qigong & Qigong Breathing
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Dr. Yang delves deeper into his Qigong theory and explains keypoints for correct and efficient Qigong practice, and details the methods of Qigong breathing.

$39.95 • 165 min • Code: D0418

Understanding Qigong DVD 3-Embryonic Breathing
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Also known as ‘back to childhood breathing,’ this qigong meditation technique is the foundation of internal cultivation and advanced practice.

$39.95 • 100 min • Code: D0555
Understanding Qigong DVD 4-Four Seasons Qigong
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming discusses the theory of Four Seasons Qigong (Si Ji Gong), and offers 25 exercises and massage techniques to help your body adjust naturally to the change of seasons.

$39.95 • 210 min • Code: D0562

Understanding Qigong DVD 5-Small Circulation
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Small Circulation provides abundant Qi energy to the circulatory system branching out to the entire body. The practice can improve your general health, and it is a fundamental step in the practice of spiritual enlightenment meditation.

$39.95 • 200 min • Code: D0753

Understanding Qigong DVD 6-Martial Arts Breathing
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

With Martial Qigong Breathing you can condition the joints, develop improved rooting and manifest significant martial power. Includes Dan Tian breathing, Yongquan breathing, Laogong breathing, Four Gates breathing, Spiritual breathing, and Martial Grand Circulation.

$39.95 • 108 min • Code: D0913

Qi Gong 30-Day Challenge
*Lee Holden*

Follow along with one month of seven-minute qi gong workout videos by Lee Holden to develop your self-discipline and give you endless energy.

$29.95 • 225 min • Code: D5512
Qigong for Beginners-Simple Exercises to Energize Your Whole Body
Lisa B. O’Shea
Lisa O’Shea makes qigong easy to learn for beginners. She is the first person ever to be certified as a Qigong Master by Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming.
$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D6724

Attack the Attack, Split Second Counterattacks
Jeff Burger
Sharpen your self-defense reflexes and learn split-second counterattacks with Coach Jeff Burger.
$29.95 • 93 min • Code: D3952

DRILLS - Training for Sudden Violence 2-DVD
Rory Miller
In Training for Sudden Violence, Miller gives you the tools to prepare and prevail. 2-DVD set. Book also available.
$59.95 • 180 min • Code: D3938

Facing Violence-7 Things Every Martial Artist Must Know
Rory Miller
Our very best in self-defense. Rory Miller explores seven areas of self-defense training for the most common types of street violence, so you will not be vulnerable to a potentially deadly violent assault or training yourself to go to jail.
$29.95 • 129 min • Code: D2283
INfighting, Develop your Close-Range Combat Reflexes
Rory Miller
Develop your close-range combat reflexes with Rory Miller. This training can and should be incorporated into all fighting styles.
$29.95 • 79 min • Code: D2887

Joint Locks-Learn to Improvise Joint Locks Under Pressure
Rory Miller
In this video, Rory Miller makes the case that the problem is not with the locks themselves, but with our teaching methods. A principles-based approach allows relative beginners to improvise joint locks with one hour of training.
$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D2627

Logic of Violence-Think Like a Criminal
Rory Miller
Rory Miller bridges the gap between the study of traditional self-defense and the reality of the most common types of violent attacks in this interactive seminar.
$29.95 • 175 min • Code: D2351

Scaling Force: Dynamic Decision Making Under Threat of Violence
Rory Miller, Lawrence A. Kane
Learn about your full range of options during a violent encounter, from skillfully doing nothing to applying deadly force, and the legal consequences.
$29.95 • 120 min • Code: D2931
**Taekwondo Black Belt: Original Koryo and Koryo**

*Richard Chun, Doug Cook*

Learn both versions of the most popular Taekwondo form in the world, Koryo and the rarely-taught Original Koryo, with martial applications.

$29.95 • 87 min • Code: D2733

---

**Tai Chi Fit: 24 Form**

*David-Dorian Ross*

Experience the flowing movements of tai chi with master teacher David-Dorian Ross. His unique teaching method allows you to simply follow the mirror-view movements from side to side and gradually become familiar with them without having to memorize anything.

$29.95 • min • Code: D6113

---

**Beginner Tai Chi for Health - Mirror-View Exercises**

*Helen Liang*

The Beginner Tai Chi for Health video lesson was developed especially for beginners, using a mirror-view workout that allows you to follow along with ease. This will help you improve your strength, flexibility, balance, and posture, and develop graceful movement.

$29.95 • 92 min • Code: D6694

---

**Chen Tai Chi for Beginners: 56 Form**

*Chenhan Yang*

The Chen 56-form is a combination of the first two traditional Chen forms (Lao Jia Yi Lu and Er Lu), designed for beginning students to be used for demonstration and competitions. It is taught with detailed step-by-step instruction, and broken into four sections for easy learning.

$29.95 • 170 min • Code: D5543
Chen Tai Chiquan-Lao Jia Yi Lu & Straight Sword
Master Ren Guang-Yi
Master Ren Guang-Yi beautifully demonstrates two Chen style Tai Chi forms in New York’s Central Park, with Music and Narration by his student, rock music legend Lou Reed.

$39.95 • 90 min • Code: D0819

Simplified Tai Chi Chuan with Applications
Liang, Shou-Yu
The two most popular forms of Tai Chi Chuan, with detailed instruction, breathing instructions, martial applications, and the history of simplified Tai Chi.

$29.95 • 150 min • Code: D0630

Simplified Tai Chi for Beginners - 24 Form
Helen Liang
The most popular 6-minute Tai Chi form, taught clearly from multiple angles, with step-by-step instructions.

$29.95 • min • Code: D2924

Simplified Tai Chi for Beginners - 48 Form
Helen Liang
For the first time on video, the Tai Chi 48 form is taught in detail with step by step instructions by Master Helen Liang.

$29.95 • 142 min • Code: D2894
Sunrise Tai Chi: Beginner Exercise for Balance and Mobility - A.M. Tai Chi Workout

Ramel Rones

Mind/body exercises and a short Tai Chi form to awaken the senses, stimulate the mind, and fill your body and spirit with abundant energy.

$29.95 • 220 min • Code: D0274

Sunset Tai Chi - Beginner Exercise for Balance and Relaxation - P.M. Tai Chi Workout

Ramel Rones

Powerful mind/body exercises to recuperate from the stress of the day, and use the energy of the setting sun to release tension. Simplified Sunset Tai Chi form, sitting or standing.

$29.95 • 220 min • Code: D0760

Tai Chi Ball Qigong DVD 1-for Health and Martial Arts

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

Our very best in tai chi ball. Regular practice of these Tai Chi Ball Circling and Rotating exercises will develop extraordinary strength of your back and torso, and a stronger connection of the entire body.

$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D0517

Tai Chi Ball Qigong DVD 2-for Health and Martial Arts

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

This 3-hour program instructs 16 patterns of Wrap-Coiling, training methods, and fundamental ball applications. Also includes partner drills, and matching practice.

$39.95 • 191 min • Code: D0777
Tai Chi Ball Workout for Beginners
*David-Dorian Ross*
Experience whole-body low-impact Tai Chi fitness in 20 Minutes with David-Dorian Ross.
$29.95 • 65 min • Code: D3471

Tai Chi Chuan-Classical Yang Style Long Form
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*
Dr. Yang explains Tai Chi Philosophy and demonstrates the 13 Basic Patterns, the stationary and moving Tai Chi Qigong form, and the complete Yang style form.
$39.95 • 240 min • Code: D645

Tai Chi Connections
*John Loupos*
Advance your Tai Chi experience with brilliant insight from one of the finest Tai Chi authors. Includes front, side, and rear view of the form.
$29.95 • 165 min • Code: D0444

Tai Chi Energy Patterns 2-DVD set
*Ramel Rones*
These solo and partner exercises will lead you to a deeper understanding of the fundamental energy within your Tai Chi practice. “Until no shape, no shadow”.
$39.95 • 385 min • Code: D0525
Tai Chi Fighting Set-2-Person Matching Set

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

A fighting set is a sequence of movements which teaches you how to apply the martial art in a real-life fight. Study and master the 88 Posture, 2-Person Fighting Matching Set for advanced Tai Chiquan.

$49.95 • 122 min • Code: D0509

Tai Chi Fit - FLOW

David-Dorian Ross

David-Dorian guides you through a simple Tai Chi workout with an emphasis on your feeling of FLOW, in DVD 1 of the Tai Chi Fit series.

$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D3969

Tai Chi Fit - STRENGTH

David-Dorian Ross

David-Dorian guides you through his invigorating STRENGTH workout, using empty-hand and tai chi ball moves in DVD 2 of the Tai Chi Fit series.

$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D3976

Tai Chi Fit IN PARADISE

David-Dorian Ross

In Tai Chi Fit IN PARADISE you’ll immerse yourself in an amazing world of beauty as you enjoy a tai chi vacation while getting into the flow. The PARADISE workout will help you find inner peace through moving meditation. Just follow along, keep breathing, and keep smiling!

$29.95 • min • Code: D5628
**Tai Chi Fit: OVER 50 Beginner Exercises**  
*David-Dorian Ross*  
David-Dorian guides you through simple and fun Tai Chi workouts perfect for those over 50, in DVD 4 of the Tai Chi Fit series.  
$29.95 • 40 min • Code: D4812

**Tai Chi Fit: TO GO Beginner Exercises**  
*David-Dorian Ross*  
David-Dorian guides you through three simple and fun Tai Chi workouts you can do anywhere, anytime, in DVD 3 of the Tai Chi Fit series.  
$29.95 • 74 min • Code: D4805

**Tai Chi for Women**  
*Helen Liang*  
Tai Chi for Women is a simple, follow-along workout with beginner exercises that target women’s most common health issues, by Master Helen Liang.  
$29.95 • 109 min • Code: D3990

**Tai Chi Fusion BAMBOO**  
*David-Dorian Ross*  
In Tai Chi Fusion BAMBOO you’ll experience the blending of water and wood. In tai chi water provides you with deeper level of flow, while wood is expressed by the flexible movements of hatha yoga. In this workout, you will learn to surrender fully.  
$29.95 • min • Code: D5932
Tai Chi Fusion: FIRE
David-Dorian Ross
Combined Weight Loss and Tai Chi Workout. In Fusion FIRE, Master teacher David-Dorian Ross leads you through a powerful workout blending tai chi movements and a series kung Fu kicks and punches.
$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D5635

Tai Chi Fusion: IRON
David-Dorian Ross
Tone Your Body with Tai Chi Resistance Training. In Tai Chi Fusion IRON, you’ll experience the blending of Tai Chi and resistance training. Master teacher David-Dorian Ross guides you step by step through an easy-to-follow workout on a beautiful Hawaiian beach.
$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D5826

Tai Chi Pushing Hands DVD 1
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Pushing Hands is a vital part of your taijiquan training. This program lays the foundation for serious practice of this ancient art, including lessons on ‘emitting power’ and ‘silk reeling’, or yin/yang symbol hands. DVD 2 also available.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D0495

Tai Chi Pushing Hands DVD 2
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Delve deeper into your taijiquan training and practice several international standard Pushing Hands routines.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D0681
Tai Chi Symbol: Yin/Yang Sticking Hands

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Also known as Silk Reeling Jin in Chen style Tai Chiquan, the soft and flowing movements of Sticking Hands develop your body’s connection, coordination, and whipping power.

$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D1040

Tai Chi 37 Postures Martial Applications

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

The long-awaited applications of Tai Chi video by Dr. Yang. The most requested title YMAA has ever published. Tai Chi Fighting Applications for all Tai Chi styles.

$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D1057

Tai Chi Wrestling (Shuai Jiao)-Advanced Takedown Techniques

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Tai Chiquan Shuai Jiao (Tai Chi Wrestling) is a vital part of your Tai Chi practice. Dozens of applications are taught for the movements within Push Hands or the Tai Chiquan form.

$39.95 • 160 min • Code: D1064

Wudang Tai Chiquan-Zhan-Zhuan, Sequence, and Martial Applications

*Zhou, Xuan-Yun*

108-posture Tai Chiquan sequence for beginners and experienced Tai Chi practitioners of all styles. With warm up exercises, martial applications, and standing meditation.

$39.95 • 150 min • Code: D1217
Yang Tai Chi for Beginners-Learn Tai Chi Step-By-Step with Master Yang

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Learn the complete Yang-style Tai Chi long form with step-by-step instruction by Master Yang. Front and rear view. A one-on-one private tai chi class with Master Yang.

$29.95 • 293 min • Code: D2306

Knife Defense-Traditional Techniques Against Dagger

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

These defense techniques can significantly help you avoid knife injuries when you are attacked outside of a training context.

$39.95 • 215 min • Code: D1156

Northern Shaolin Sword-Sequences and Applications

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Master the King of the Short Weapons! Three Sequences, Key Techniques, 15 Two-Person Matching Drills, Fighting Strategies, and over 50 Martial Applications in this DVD by Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming.

$39.95 • 90 min • Code: D1194

Saber-Fundamental Training

*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Dr. Yang teaches the fundamental techniques, solo drills, and 2-person matching practice of Saber (Dao) training for all martial art styles.

$39.95 • 191 min • Code: D1088
Sai Fundamental Training-Sequence and Martial Applications
Nicholas C. Yang
Learn to use the fast and powerful Sai from Nicholas Yang, with training drills, martial applications, and double sai sequence. (Sai not included but sold separately).
$49.95 • 275 min • Code: D3495

Shaolin Saber-Basic Sequences
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Saber training develops the fundamental skills required for all other short weapons training, and it is traditionally the first short weapon learned in Chinese martial arts.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D0616

Shaolin Staff-Basic Sequences
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Learn the first two staff sequences taught in Shaolin Kung Fu. Includes solo and partner drills and martial applications.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D0920

Staff Fundamental Training - Tai Chi and Shaolin Techniques
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Master the staff (dun/bo) no matter what martial art style you practice with comprehensive staff techniques from Tai Chi and Shaolin Kung Fu.
$39.95 • 180 min • Code: D0906
Sword-Fundamental Training
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming teaches the fundamental techniques, solo drills, and 2-person matching practice for Sword training. Sword training raises the Spirit to a higher level of awareness and focus, and is considered the greatest achievement in Chinese martial arts.

$39.95 • 220 min • Code: D1095

---

Tai Chi Sword for Beginners
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Learn Tai Chi Sword Step-by-step with Master Yang in this new video.

$39.95 • 120 min • Code: D3464

---

Tai Chi Sword-Classical Yang Style
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Demonstration video of the sword form, qigong, matching drills, and applications.

$39.95 • 100 min • Code: D0452

---

Tai Chi Saber, Classical Yang Style
*Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming*

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming demonstrates the traditional 32-posture Tai Chi Saber long form, with basic drills, qigong, and martial applications.

$29.95 • 60 min • Code: D1026
Wudang Sword-Tai Yi Daoist Form
Zhou, Xuan-Yun
Learn the legend and history of Wudang sword, conditioning drills, the Tai Yi Daoist Sword sequence and martial applications.
$39.95 • 100 min • Code: D1903

“If you do karate you must always think about how to look after yourself, and if you don’t look after yourself, one day you will have to stop. I am trying to be ready for training when I’m ninety!”

*Michael Clarke*

“Almost everyone hesitates before doing a dangerous or uncomfortable thing. Whether jumping out of an airplane or diving into cold water or singing karaoke in public, very few people can just go for it without hesitation the first time. This is troubling, because I can guarantee that if you are about to get into a fight it will be unpleasant and uncomfortable and frightening.”

*Rory Miller*

“A moment of anger leading to violence can cost you everything, literally. When facing the specter of social violence – a confrontation you can avoid and escape – how do you best opt-out? How do you walk away without feeling emasculated or that you blinked first?”

*David Khan*
Bagua Bundle
Master Liang, Shou-Yu and Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming work together to reveal the essence of Baguazhang. The book is packed with over nine hundred photographs, offers theory, martial applications, sequences, qigong exercises, weapon training, and more! The companion DVD is 3 hours long and brings the training to life revealing the precision of proper Baguazhang training. Bundle includes 1 book and 1 DVD.

$89.90 • Code: KT3266

Chin Na In Depth DVD Bundle
Renowned for his skills in Chin Na, Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming developed this collection of in-depth videos to make learning Chin Na easier for all martial artists. Like being in a live class, Dr. Yang will discuss each technique in detail, then demonstrate the technique so you can see it done correctly. With this collection, you will learn over 100 techniques and be able to adapt them to your martial arts tool box. All 3 Chin Na In Depth DVD.

$169.85 • Code: KT3136

Fiction Bundle
Morality, danger, honor, fear, war, fantasy, legend, and action are but a few of the themes in the fantastic collection of fiction rooted in the martial tradition. Every one of these authors is an award winning writer combining amazing stories with the realistic martial art sensibility. Take a break and enjoy an adventure that will probably get you in trouble for staying up too late! This collection makes a great gift item for martial arts enthusiasts!

Traditional Chinese Medicine Bundle
Throughout China’s long history, ancient medical texts provided valuable advice on the subject of health: physical, emotional and spiritual. Isn’t it time you made use of this wisdom of the sages in your everyday life?

$72.80 • Code: KT3259
**True Wellness Bundle**

The True Wellness bundle is for people who are ready for a change in their health and wellness. With this collection you will be able to understand how to combine the best of Western and Eastern health care. Learn about Chinese medicine, and get started with simple tai chi movements and simple qigong movements. This collection is the easiest and our best way to take that first step toward True Wellness. A perfect gift for those you care about.

$93.80 • Code: KT6908

**Sanchin Kata Bundle**

Many believe that Sanchin Kata holds the key to mastering traditional martial arts. Those who understand its teachings find that it facilitates enormous quickness and power in any martial application. The challenge lies in gaining that understanding. Learn the essential karate sequence that is the root of all karate power from world-class karate sensei Kris Wilder.

$64.90 • Code: KT5345

**Shaolin Long Fist DVD Bundle**

Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu is the primary style of the renown Nanjing Central Guoshu Institute. This organization is responsible for preserving the Shaolin arts after the fall of the Shaolin Temple in 1927. This bundle collection brings a systematic approach for learning many of the barehand sequences the way they were taught long ago. Bundle contains 4 DVDs.

$229.80 • Code: KT3129

**Solo Training Bundle**

Loren W. Christensen shows you over 300 ways you can add variety to your daily martial arts training routine. If you’re looking to get more out of training, Solo Training 2 represents your next evolution in fighting techniques and concepts.

$38.90 • Code: KT5789
**BUNDLES (DVDS & BOOKS)**

### White Crane Bundle

White Crane is one of the most prestigious styles in the traditional arts. Blending soft and hard power, it is fast and explosive, with a precise and deep penetrating power. Rooted in qigong, White Crane stylists boast health and martial prowess long into life. Explore this rare and desirable system with this popular collection from Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming. Bundle contains 1 book and 3 DVDs.

**$216.80 • Code: KT3242**

### Eight Brocades Bundle

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming instructs and demonstrates “The Eight Pieces of Brocade”, one of the most popular sets of Qigong (chi kung) healing exercises. These gentle breathing, stretching and strengthening movements activate the Qi (chi) energy and blood circulation in your body, helping to stimulate your immune system, strengthen your internal organs, and give you abundant energy.

**$51.90 • Code: KT4034**

### Five Elements Qigong Bundle

Stay healthy during the change of seasons! Learn to understand your energy (Qi) and how to adjust to the change of seasons.

**$79.90 • Code: KT4706**

### Meditation Bundle

Our best collection for those seeking to advance and discover the depths of meditation in both the Taoist or Buddhist traditions. In order to reach the goal of longevity and spiritual enlightenment, the Qigong practitioner must learn Internal Elixir Qigong. Once you have established this foundation, you will be able to practice Small Cyclic Heaven (Small Circulation or Microcosmic Orbit) and Grand Cyclic Heaven (Grand Circulation of Macrocosmic Orbit) effectively. Bundle contains 2 books and 2 DVDs.

**$139.80 • Code: KT3280**
Meridian Qigong Bundle
Dr. Yang teaches combined Qigong, Yoga, and Acupressure Exercises. Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming will teach you Meridian Qigong, his special daily exercise routine. Follow along and learn how a unique combination of simple yoga stretches, qigong movements, and acupressure techniques can relieve energy stagnation and rejuvenate your entire body. All exercises are performed lying down and many can be done sitting, if preferred.

$59.90 • Code: KT5314

Qigong Massage Bundle
Perfect for beginners! Book and instructional DVD. Learn over 3 hours of self massage and partner massage techniques to relieve muscular stress and blockages in the Qi circulatory system. Understand how human energy circulates and how to enhance it. Includes excellent “Intro to Qigong” segment.

$76.90 • Code: KT4737

Qigong Starter Bundle
The best way to learn qigong is to ask “the what, why, and how” of your practice. This collection addresses these important questions and offers a simple and powerful beginner friendly qigong health program. You will practice a standing set, or a sitting set. You will examine the theory, and principles of qigong in a beginner friendly way with the guidance of Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming. Bundle contains 2 books and 2 DVDs.

$121.80 • Code: KT3198

Qigong for Cancer Bundle
No prior experience needed. Stimulate your natural healing with simple qigong movements and deep breathing. “Qigong for Cancer” is an easy, follow-along workout for beginners. Master Helen Liang, a cancer survivor herself, guides you through a series of gentle moves to gradually stimulate your body’s natural healing. You may modify the exercises for a seated or lying down position as needed.

$86.85 • Code: KT5970
**Radiant Lotus Qigong Bundle**
Qigong master Daisy Lee guides you through an easy series of healing qigong exercises for women. These time-tested methods will re-balance your hormones and organ systems to help you to feel great. Radiant Lotus Women’s Qigong can help revitalize your immune system and enhance your vitality. The movements are simple to follow and can be done sitting or standing.

$59.90 • Code: KT5802

**Radiant Lotus and Qigong for Women Bundle**
Qigong master Daisy Lee guides you through an easy series of healing qigong exercises for women, in DVD 1 of the Radiant Qigong series. Qigong master Lisa B. O'Shea guides you through an amazing series of exercises in her bestselling “Qigong for Women” program.

$59.90 • Code: KT5819

**Sunrise Bundle**
Simple follow-along Tai Chi for health class, with easy ‘Demonstration’ section, and detailed ‘Instruction’ section in a formal classroom setting. Let the sun shine in! Master-teacher Ramel Rones gently guides you through the morning with a series of powerful mind/body exercises that awaken the senses, stimulate the mind, and fill your body and Spirit with abundant energy.

$46.90 • Code: KT4614

**Sunset Bundle**
Master-teacher Ramel Rones gently guides you through a series of powerful mind/body exercises and meditation that will help you calm down, recuperate from the stress of the day, and use the energy of the setting sun to release tension.

$50.90 • Code: KT4621
Understanding Qigong Bundle
Theoretical, practical, and profound. There is no other collection that plumbs the depth of qigong like Dr. Yang’s “Understanding Qigong” series. From beginner to advanced, you will refer to this collection for years to come. A special program dives deep into breathing and how qigong uses it for health and martial arts. Bundle contains all 6 DVDs of the Understanding Qigong Series.

$239.70 • Code: KT3105

Woman’s Qigong Bundle
Women’s qigong health practice has it’s special requirements. In this remarkable collection, Qigong master Lisa O’Shea teaches how women must approach their qigong exercises, which are quite different from the many routines developed by men, for men. We highly recommend this collection. Bundle contains 1 book and 2 DVDs.

$76.85 • Code: KT3211

Women Tai Chi Qigong Bundle
Improve Your Health with Tai Chi and Qigong. Tai Chi for Women is a simple follow-along workout for beginners. Using exercises that target women’s most common health issues, Master Helen shows you how to stay healthy, flexible, and youthful at any age. Lisa B. O’Shea teaches you how to understand the different aspects of your body’s energy, how to discover problems in your circulation, and qigong exercises to help you improve your health.

$59.90 • Code: KT5307

Wudang Bundle
Wudang is legendary. For thousands of years, the Wudang arts were kept secret from the outside world. With this collection form Wudang Mountain’s ordained monk Zhou Xuan-Yun, you will learn authentic Wudang Kung Fu, Tai Chiquan, and Sword. Bundle contains 3 DVDs.

$119.85 • Code: KT3181
**Attack Drills Bundle**

Whether you are attacked on the street or fighting in the ring, you will only have a split second to react. Street violence is on the rise, and your training must involve simultaneous counters to be effective. The ultimate goal is to develop a reaction that simultaneously improves your position and worsens the position of the attacker—a reaction that protects you and harms him.

$89.90 • Code: KT5154

---

**Attack Violence Bundle**

Rory Miller gives you the tools to prepare and prevail, both physically and psychologically. He shares hard-won lessons from a world most of us hope we never experience. Train fundamentals, combat drills, and dynamic fighting. Develop situational awareness. Condition yourself through stress inoculation. Take a critical look at your training habits.

$59.90 • Code: KT5086

---

**Defensive Tactics and Pain Resistance Bundle**

Whether you are a law enforcement officer seeking to improve your edge or a martial artist wanting to expand your knowledge of street-proven techniques, you will find Defensive Tactics: Street-Proven Arrest and Control Techniques is filled with invaluable information to prepare you for even the most difficult scenarios.

$43.90 • Code: KT5758

---

**Facing Violence Book & DVD Bundle**

Martial arts and self-defense are two different things! Unless you train with this in mind, it could go horribly wrong for you. Rory Miller, Lawrence Kane, and Kris Wilder have been working tirelessly to help martial artists and safety-minded people flush out what it takes to stay safe and stay out of jail, should a violent encounter happen to you. You will learn seven critical elements that must be understood if you are truly going to stay safe and out of jail for defending yourself. Includes 3 books and 1 DVD.

$92.80 • Code: KT3143
**Fighter's Fact Book Bundle**
These Fighter's Fact Books include hundreds of training methods drawn from the author’s vast experience, research, and interviews with top instructors from around the country. Loren W. Christensen shares lessons from his decades of martial arts training and law enforcement experience. This is an essential reference for every martial arts student and instructor.

$38.90  •  Code: KT5772

**Joint Locks and Infighting Bundle**
Develop your close-range combat reflexes and joint locking skills with Rory Miller. Infighting is close-range combat, in which you defend yourself while simultaneously controlling the opponent’s limbs, transferring his momentum, and forcing him off center. Offense and defense cannot be separated. You must be able to act on your opponent without needing to know what the opponent is doing, because by the time you know, it is too late.

$59.90  •  Code: KT4058

**Logic and Physics Bundle**
Fight Like a Physicist by Jason Thalken, PhD is an in-depth look into the physics behind martial arts. Whether you are an experienced martial artist or a curious enthusiast, this book gives you an “unfair advantage” by unraveling the complex science of effective fighting techniques and examining the core principles that make them work. Be prepared for an eye-opening reality check.

$46.90  •  Code: KT4065

**Rory Miller Library Bundle**
Use too much force and you are going to jail. Use too little force and you’re in for a world of hurt. If you do not know how to succeed at all six levels there are situations in which you will have no appropriate options. More often than not, that will end badly.

$94.75  •  Code: KT4089
Self-Defense DVD Bundle
Joint Locks by Rory Miller In this video, Rory Miller makes the case that the problem is not with the locks themselves, but with our teaching methods. Attack the Attack by Jeff Burger Sharpen your self-defense reflexes and learn split-second counterattacks with Coach Jeff Burger... INfighting by Rory Miller Develop your close-range combat reflexes with Rory Miller. This training can and should be incorporated into all fighting styles.
$89.85 • Code: KT5093

Surviving Armed Assaults and Violence Bundle
Surviving Armed Assaults-A Martial Artists Guide to Weapons, Street Violence, & Countervailing Force’ by Lawrence A. Kane teaches proven survival skills that will keep you safe on the street. Everyone, including experienced martial artists, security and law enforcement professionals, and concerned citizens will benefit from this vital information...
$49.90 • Code: KT5963

Training for Sudden Violence
Training Drills to Prepare for the Worst. The speed and brutality of a predatory attack can shock even an experienced martial artist. The sudden chaos, the cascade of stress hormones—you feel as though time slows down. In reality, the assault is over in an instant. How does anyone prepare for that? That’s why he has created a series of drills to train you for the worst of it, that will challenge you in ways that mere physical training does not.
$78.90 • Code: KT5147

Simplified Tai Chi Classic Bundle
Perfect for beginners! Grandmaster Liang, Shou-Yu teaches two of the most popular forms of Tai Chi, the ancient Chinese martial art which is often described as “moving meditation’. The popular “Simplified’ 24-posture form is demonstrated by Master Liang with martial fighting applications. The form is shown from several angles, with breathing instructions. The Standard 48-posture form is also demonstrated.
$46.90 • Code: KT4645
**Tai Chi 24 and 48 Bundle**
Book includes a new and modern easy-to-follow layout. Every tai chi movement is presented in 2-4 large photographs with clear instructions, followed by key points to help you learn properly. Simplified Tai Chi Chuan 24 Posture is the most popular tai chi form, and it can be performed in only six minutes. Simplified Tai Chi Chuan 48 Posture is a popular tai chi form practiced by those who want a longer, more challenging sequence.

$76.85 • Code: KT4072

**Tai Chi Ball Book-DVD Bundle**
Tai Chi Ball Qigong training is an important component of proper tai chi chuan practice. Dr. Yang offers you years of Tai Chi Ball training with this complete set of instructional material. The popularity of Tai Chi Ball training is no accident. Dr. Yang has worked tirelessly researching, compiling and developing these training resources. Bundle contains 1 book and 2 DVDs.

$104.85 • Code: KT3150

**Tai Chi Chin Na Bundle**
Learn joint locking with this book and 2-DVD set! Control Any Opponent with Simple, Powerful Joint Locks. Chin Na (Qin Na) is the art of seizing and controlling an opponent. It is a fast, effective way to subdue an attacker using joint locks, cavity press, bone misplacement, muscle grabbing, and artery sealing. Tai Chiquan is a traditional martial art, and Chin Na is an important part of your complete Tai Chi (Tai Chi) training.

$98.90 • Code: KT4720

**Tai Chi Dynamics Bundle**
The Tai Chi Book is a detailed guide for students who’ve learned a Tai Chi form and want to know more. It also introduces beginners to the principles behind great Tai Chi, and answers common questions that all of us have. In addition, he applies logic and basic scientific principles of anatomy, physiology, and physics to muscular action, breathing, and alignment in Tai Chi movement and push-hands.

$58.85 • Code: KT5833
**BUNDLES (DVDS & BOOKS)**

**Tai Chi Fighting Bundle**
Discover the martial side of Tai Chi with this very exciting collection. After you learn a solo Tai Chi form, done some Pushing Hands, and have become proficient, it may be time to go to the next level. Dr. Yang shows you how martial movements flow right from the techniques in the Yang-style long form. Included in this collection is a rare two-person Tai Chi sequence! Artial techniques easily. Bundle contains 3 DVDs.

$129.85 • Code: KT3297

**Tai Chi Fit Bundle**
Stay active with a new Tai Chi Fit workout every day. Collect the Tai Chi Fit DVD series from David-Dorian Ross. Includes all four DVDs, Tai Chi Fit: FLOW, STRENGTH, TO GO, and OVER 50. These workout videos use simple Tai Chi moves to get you into the flow, and get an energizing workout.

$119.80 • Code: KT5734

**Tai Chi Martial Applications Bundle**
Discover the Martial Art of Tai Chi Chuan. Tai Chi Chuan is an ancient internal Chinese martial art which has gained widespread popularity for its many health benefits. This program offers practical martial applications for each of the 37-postures of traditional Tai Chi, based on the forms passed down by Yang, Ban-Hou.

$69.90 • Code: KT5161

**Tai Chi Pushing Hands Bundle**
After learning a solo Tai Chi form, the next step is working with a partner (pushing hands). Dr. Yang shows you how the movements of push hands flow right from the form!. He provides all the details from basics to advanced training so you can learn systematically, and efficiently. Pushing hands is fun, challenging, and will deepen you Tai Chi experience. Includes solo training and partner training routines. Bundle contains 3 DVDs.

$120.80 • Code: KT3167
**Tai Chi Qigong Bundle**
Tai Chi Qigong is an ancient Chinese set of exercises which develops the strength and flexibility of the body, increases your vitality, and promotes deep relaxation. The movements also prepare your body and mind for great TAI CHI (Tai Chi) practice by loosening your joints, warming your muscles, stimulating your Qi (energy) flow, and sharpening your concentration.

$60.90 • Code: KT4713

**Tai Chi Starter Bundle**
Learning traditional tai chi chuan (taijiquan) requires patience, perseverance, and a plan. With this carefully assembled bundle by Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming, you can be assured that you have a well developed plan for success to begin your traditional tai chi journey. The tai chi path is filled with rewards large and small, each following a challenge won. Bundle contains 2 books and 3 DVDs.

$99.99 • Code: KT3204

**Tai Chi Sword Bundle**
Tai chi chuan is a kind of moving meditation with ancient roots in Chinese martial arts. Beyond the bare-hand tai chi form awaits the elegant and highly effective tai chi sword, which has long been considered the highest achievement in tai chi training. The beautiful and flowing tai chi sword form will strengthen your body, sharpen your mind, and raise your spirit.

$66.90 • Code: KT4003

**Tai Chi for Depression Bundle**
This is designed to help readers understand depression and make positive changes to overcome it. Dr. Kuhn teaches a unique tai chi form as well as qigong and meditation. The form is easy to learn, easy to remember, and easy to practice. Dr. Kuhn’s multidisciplinary approach to mental health also focuses on positive thought, a healthy diet, and self-confidence.

$32.90 • Code: KT5956
**BUNDLES (DVDS & BOOKS)**

**Tai Chi in 10 Weeks Bundle**
Tai Chi In 10 Weeks: Beginner’s Guide by Dr. Aihan Kuhn  This book is designed to guide beginning students through the fundamentals of tai chi in ten weeks. Natural Healing with Qigong, Therapeutic Qigong by Dr. Aihan Kuhn  In this book, Dr. Kuhn effectively explains and demonstrates how Therapeutic Qigong is a valuable and important adjunct to good health care.

$33.90 • Code: KT5857

**Yang Tai Chi Beginner Bundle**
Tai Chi Chuan is a kind of moving meditation with ancient roots in Chinese martial arts. In this program, Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming teaches you the complete traditional Yang-style long form step-by-step, while explaining the meaning of each movement. Yang Tai Chi is the most popular style in the world, and it is practiced by millions of people every day. Regular practice can benefit your strength, flexibility, bone-density, and muscle mass.

$54.90 • Code: KT4027

**Saber DVD Bundle**
Saber training develops the fundamental skills required for all other short weapons training, and it is traditionally the first short weapon learned in Chinese martial arts. Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming teaches the history of the Saber (Dao) and discusses the strategies and proverbs related to the Saber. He explains the differences between Saber styles with examples from his private collection.

$79.90 • Code: KT5321

**Staff Bundle**
A comprehensive, methodical approach to building staff skills  If you are already a student of the staff, these lessons will not conflict with your katas or current style. Instead, they will augment your techniques, broadening your options. Whether you are an experienced staff fighter or a layman seeking practical techniques for self-defense, The Art and Science of Staff Fighting will help you develop the skills you need.

$62.90 • Code: KT5291
Staff DVD Bundle
Learn the first two staff sequences taught in Shaolin Kung Fu. Includes solo and partner drills and martial applications. Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming teaches Staff fundamental training and partner matching practice. The techniques are compiled from Tai Chi Chuan (Tai Chi Chuan) and Shaolin White Crane Gongfu (Kung Fu), offering uniquely comprehensive instruction of Southern-style Soft and Soft-Hard Staff training.
$79.90 • Code: KT5338

Weapons Bundle
In traditional martial arts, Staff, Saber, and Sword, in that order are the normal progression of weapon training. In this highly instructive collection, Dr. Yang will teach you the basics to intermediate level for each weapon and how proper learning creates a natural progression by building upon the foundations of each. Weapon training is exciting, and an important part of traditional arts. Bundle contains 3 DVDs.
$119.85 • Code: KT3235

Xingyi Bundle
Master Liang, Shou-Yu and Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming work together to reveal the essence of Xingyiquan (Hsing Yi Chuan). The book presents traditional Xingyiquan training, including two sequences with many of their martial applications, and the famous fighting set “An Shen Pao”. The most unique part of this book is the discussion of Xingyiquan theories and principles, drawn from many of the ancient poems and songs. The companion DVD brings the training to life revealing the precision of proper Xingyiquan training. Combined, you will have the tools necessary to build a solid foundation in the style of Xingyiquan. Bundle contains 1 book and 1 DVD.
$56.90 • Code: KT3228
Tai Chi Ball Polish
This polish nourishes and protects your tai chi ball, giving a deep and rich glow. Kit contains one 2 oz. tin of polish, one stand, and one cotton polish glove.
$19.95 • Size: ---- • Weight: 1/4 lbs • Code: TCBP2

Starter Balls
Handmade wood Tai Chi Balls (pair). This set of two 4” balls fit in the palms of your hands. Starter Balls are handmade of poplar wood in the USA, and finished with a natural wax.
$79.95 • Size: 4” • Weight: 1 1/2 lbs • Code: TCBXS

Basic Ball
Handmade wood Tai Chi Ball. The Basic Ball is 2-3 lbs, 6” diameter. Finished with natural wax. Handmade in the USA of sustainable poplar wood. This lightweight ball is ideal for beginners.
$79.95 • Size: 6” • Weight: 2-3 lbs • Code: TCBS

Intermediate Ball
Handmade wood Tai Chi Wood Ball. The Intermediate Ball is 4-5 lbs, 7” diameter. Finished with natural wax. Handmade in the USA of sustainable red oak wood.
$109.95 • Size: 7” • Weight: 4-5 lbs • Code: TCBM

Advanced Ball
Handmade wood Tai Chi Ball. The Advanced Ball is 7-8 lbs, 8” diameter. Finished with natural wax. Handmade in the USA of sustainable red oak wood.
$139.95 • Size: 8” • Weight: 7-8 lbs • Code: TCBL
Tai Chi Ball - Halo
The exquisite HALO ball is made of layers of sustainably-farmed red oak hardwood, with a halo of white maple through the center.
$239.95 • Size: 7” • Weight: 4-5 lbs • Code: TCBMA4

Artisan Tai Chi Ball - Modern
The MODERN ball has a retro-future design with intricate pieces of sustainably-farmed oak, maple, mahogany, and cherry.
$296.00 • Size: 7” • Weight: 4-5 lbs • Code: TCBMA1

Artisan Tai Chi Ball - Saturn
The exquisite SATURN ball is made of layers of sustainably-farmed maple, mahogany, cherry, and walnut.
$296.00 • Size: 7” • Weight: 4-5 lbs • Code: TCBMA2

Artisan Tai Chi Ball - Eclipse
The elegant ECLIPSE ball is made almost entirely of sustainably-farmed walnut wood, with mahogany and/or cherry inlays. The smooth, polished walnut wood has a classic and dignified look and feel.
$296.00 • Size: 7” • Weight: 4-5 lbs • Code: TCBMA3
**Stainless Steel Kung Fu Broadsword**
The saber (dao) is used defensively and most often used for blocking. The dull, back edge of the blade blocks, followed by stabbing or cutting with the sharp edges. The saber is considered the prince of short armaments, and is traditionally learned before moving onto sword (jian) training.

$79.99 • Code: SGBM32

---

**Black Stealth Sai**
The sai is mainly used for defense. Legend has it that the sai was originally used as a hairpin, and later derived into a dagger like very short armament. Designed for very close fighting, the sai does have some offensive stabbing and striking techniques.

$54.99 • Code: SGBS

---

**Wood Training Saber**
The saber (dao) is for defense and most often used for blocking. The dull, back edge of the blade blocks, followed by stabbing or cutting with the sharp edges. The saber is considered the prince of short armaments, and is traditionally learned before moving onto sword (jian) training. This wood saber is great for practicing your forms before progressing to a metal saber. This is a safe way to develop good habits for yourself and partner.

$19.99 • Code: SGBW33

---

**Sword Case**
The best sword case on the market! Constructed from sturdy black nylon, the Sword Case has dual pockets and Velcro elastic straps to secure your weapons, plus a padded separator to keep them from banging into each other.

$29.99 • Code: SGSCAS
**Single Stainless Steel Straight Sword**
The sword (jian) is mainly used for defense. It requires a strategy of calmness in action. Sword training helps practitioners develop patience, calmness, and bravery. The double edged sword in considered the king of short armaments.

$79.99 • Code: SGSM32

**Wood Training Sword**
The sword (jian) is mainly used for defense. It requires a strategy of calmness in action. Sword training helps practitioners develop patience, calmness, and bravery. The double edged sword in considered the king of short armaments. This wood jian is great for practicing your forms before progressing to a metal sword. This is safe way to develop good habits for your self or a partner.

$19.99 • Code: SGSW36

**Yin Yang Sai**
The sai is mainly used defensively for trapping and blocking. Legend has it that it was originally used as a hairpin, and later derived into a dagger like very short armament. Designed for very close fighting, the sai does have some offensive stabbing and striking techniques. This is a Southern style sai.

$54.99 • Code: SGYYS
Gongs and Drums for Celebration 2
Celebrate the Chinese New Year with traditional gongs and drums music. Great for school demos.
$15.50 • Code: CD1014

Drum Music Land
Grammy-nominated Chinese drum and flute album by Ten Drum Percussion Group
$15.50 • Code: CD1033

Zen Rhythm
Skillfully bringing the mellifluous timbre of the Guzheng into the spirit of Buddhist music, luminous imagery that puts the body at ease and the mind at rest. This peaceful music is meant to help you visualize the scenery of the ancient, sacred monasteries in tranquil mountains. The classical rhythm of the Kucheng, fused with brisk tones of the modern synthesizer, depicts the clouds drifting, streams running and temple bells ringing.
$15.50 • Code: CD2047

Tai Chi Melody
A special collection helps you (the Tai Chi practitioner) to concentrate your mind and make Tai Chi movements coordinate with your breath. The music tone is composed in accordance with the series of motions in many Tai Chi forms. Following the rhythm of the music, one is able to relieve stress and improve health when practicing Tai Chiquan.
$15.50 • Code: CD3101
Qigong Melody
From Mainland China, this music is composed especially for use in Qigong meditation. Graceful weaving of plucked and hammered strings, flutes, delicate percussion and other native instruments help soothe the body and invigorate the spirit, providing an excellent environment for any type of Qi related practice.

$15.50 • Code: CD3102

Metal (5 elements)
The music of Metal resonates with and strengthens the lung and respiratory system. It is good for treating all respiratory system issues. Also, a disease associated with over activity of the liver (Wood) is treated using music which can control the activity of the Wood Element. Since Metal overcomes Wood, Metal music is applied, overcoming and neutralizing the liver’s activity and restoring balance to the bodily functions.

$15.50 • Code: CD3109

Wood (5 elements)
Earth, Metal, Wood, Fire and Water correspond with the spleen, lung, liver, heart and kidney respectively. These body organs also correspond with certain musical modes (Kung, Shang, Cheuh, Jyy, and Yu) assist in bringing about greater organ function efficiency.

$15.50 • Code: CD3110

Fire (5 elements)
Throughout ancient Chinese history, renowned healers used the correspondence of the five musical tones with the five internal organs, in combination with these elemental creation and control relations, as a basis for treatment of illness with music therapy. The music of Fire resonates with and strengthens the heart organ-system, stabilizing the pulse.

$15.50 • Code: CD3112
Earth (5 elements)
Originally designed to permit more effective treatment of illness, this music’s capacity to counter Elemental imbalance on biological, psychic, and emotional levels makes it unique among healing and therapeutic music. Earth music resonates with and strengthens the spleen/pancreas organ-system, increasing appetite and improving digestion. It also invigorates the Qi, a Chinese concept of energy balance within each individual.

$15.50 • Code: CD3113

Shang Tone (Metal/Lungs)
Shang Tone relates to Metal Qi. The music starts with metallic sounds of the luo (gong) and pieng-chung (bells). It helps to induce the Lung Qi inside the body. Breathe slowly and deeply while listening. CD series performed by the Central Chinese Music College Orchestra.

$15.50 • Code: CD3116

Chueh Tone (Wood/Liver)
The action of this music on the body and the Qi circulation result in improved mental and emotional health, which will regulate the functions of the organs themselves. Chueh Tone relates to Wood Qi, which is expressed by the di (bamboo flute) leading the melody. It helps to release excessive Qi inside the body.

$15.50 • Code: CD3117

Sleeping
Due to the modern lifestyle, many people suffer from sleeping disorders caused by stress. “Music for Efficient Sleep sounds unwieldy, but the soothing tones of the Shanghai Chinese Traditional Orchestra produce results! After listening to this music, I had the most intense dreams I’ve had in over a year...” - J. Poet, PULSE Magazine

$15.50 • Code: CD3121
**Tranquility**
Wang, Jian-Ming (composer) tries to represent the sounds of nature in this work. The music shows seven harmonious cadences of sounds, which resemble the union of the interacting Yin & Yang. It creates a tranquilizing atmosphere and helps listeners to relax and regain vitality.

$15.50 • Code: CD3135

**Return to Simplicity**
Composer Wang, Jian-Ming was inspired by Yin / Yang theory and the thoughts of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu when he designed this CD to be a gentle brain massage to help you to mentally and physically relax.

$15.50 • Code: CD3136

**Tiger (Feng Shui)**
The proper cycle of arrangement of the five elements generates productive Qi (Chi) circulation in the human body and living environment. Tiger represents “the god of the west”, associated with the element of metal and with “shang” of the five Chinese tones. The music is forceful and energizing, full of productive energy which keeps away evil spirits, alters ill fortunes, and brings good luck to your household.

$15.50 • Code: CD3138

**Phoenix (Feng Shui)**
Each element is related to one of the five tones of traditional Chinese music. Phoenix represents “the god of the south”, associated with the element of fire and with “jyy” of the five Chinese tones. The music is lively and relaxing, and is believed to be beneficial for the heart and blood circulation.

$15.50 • Code: CD3139
**Tortoise (Feng Shui)**
The combination of corresponding elements and tones can release a powerful energy that opens the door to a new world of health, luck and happiness. Tortoise represents “the god of the north”, associated with the element of water and with “yu” of the five Chinese tones. It is believed that its soothing and tender music can soften one’s excitable temperament, and prevent fatal dryness caused by an excess of the metal element.

$15.50 • Code: CD3140

**Serpent (Feng Shui)**
“...designed to help us improve our lives through the energy released from music... Highly recommended!” - The Leading Edge Review Magazine. Summer 1996. Serpent represents “the god of the center”, associated with the element earth and with “kung” of the five Chinese tones. The music reflects the terrestrial characteristics of earth and is believed to have therapeutic functions for people lacking earth energy.

$15.50 • Code: CD3141

**Awaiting Joy - Prenatal Music**
Composed especially for pregnant women, the calm, smooth, and elegant prenatal music was made attuned to the mother-to-be’s biological rhythms, such as her heartbeat, breathing, digestion, and blood circulation to create an environment that is able to alleviate anxiety and soothe discomfort. Through prenatal learning, parents hope to improve the development of their baby.

$15.50 • Code: CD3159

**Hope of Delight - Prenatal Music**
Designed especially for children in the womb, this music is composed of lively, happy, and simple melodies and rhythms that meet the fetus’ need for auditory stimulation. This stimuli can help the development of the baby’s brain and body, which will establish a solid foundation for future growth. The rhythms and tempos of the music match the biological rhythms of both the baby and the mother.

$15.50 • Code: CD3160
Zhan Zhuang Gong - Standing Meditation

Zhan-Zhuang Gong (stationary posture Qigong) is a traditional martial arts training which was originally used by practitioners to strengthen their sinews. It has since been discovered that this simple practice benefits one’s body and mental well-being to a significant degree. It is now widely used as a method for improving your physical, mental, and energetic state.

$15.50 • Code: CD3163

Ba Duan Jin (Eight Brocades Qigong)

This music is designed to follow along with “The Eight Pieces of Brocade” (Ba Duan Jin) Qigong Set. Composer Wang, Xu-Dong offers three parts of music for the three styles of Ba Duan Jin: Regular (standing), Sitting, and reclining styles. Exercising with the accompanying music is an enjoyment in itself. The relaxing melody will lead you through the exercise and will help you on your path to fitness.

$15.50 • Code: CD3164

Chinese Feng Shui Music

This CD is a sound device to balance the energy and health of your home and body. Combination of all Five Animals Feng Shui music, Dragon, Tortoise, Phoenix, Serpent, Tiger. Feng Shui changes a home’s energy and consequently the owner’s fortunes, and also helps balance a person’s Qi—inner flow of energy. While soothing you with colorful melody of bells, wind chimes, bamboo tubes and other Chinese instruments.

$15.50 • Code: CD3165

Chinese Massage for Heart

Massage can activate one’s metabolism, integrate bio-energy (Qi) and balance one’s Yin and Yang energy. This album is designed to be a musical massage to ‘press’ the right spots in your mind, soothe your tense muscles, and to let your spiritual power flow. The moving Er-hu (Chinese fiddle) and cello will first relax your body, and then the flute and Pipa (Chinese lute) will clarify your emotions.

$15.50 • Code: CD3167
Gong Fu (Kung Fu)
“The true key of Gong Fu lies in one’s mind. To master a martial art is to master one’s mind, and therefore, ‘mind’ has become my major concern. In fact, Chinese love Gong Fu so much; not just because of physical benefits, but also because of their hope to achieve a state where they are one with heaven. A Gong Fu master can control his movements with quietness and defeat chaos with lucidity for he knows his heart lies in the Tao.

$15.50 • Code: CD3168

Sleep for Body and Mind
This album by Dr. Wang Xu-dong blends Chinese New Age music with the principles of Chinese medicine for treating sleeplessness, using various Chinese musical instruments that produce ethereal and flowing sounds. The music is effortless and mellow combined with rhythms that help calm the spirit, release all pressure, and put an end to sleepless nights.

$15.50 • Code: CD3169

Musical Nutrition
Your liver and stomach love to listen to music too! As the Chinese medical classics say: ‘The liver likes music. The liver relaxes once it hears good music.’ This CD aims at soothing your digestive system with graceful music that helps you relax and absorb the nutrition of food. Musician Dr. Wang Xu-dong adopts ancient medical theory to cook up this Chinese New Age musical diet.

$15.50 • Code: CD3170

Chinese Tea Ballads
A collection of modern Chinese musicians’ adaptations of traditional ballads, with instrumental music of the erhu, pipa, guzheng, and di. The melodies of the tea farmer’s garden singing are now enlivened to suit sophisticated modern listeners without losing its traditional meaning of celebrating the beauty of nature.

$15.50 • Code: CD4016
Flower Goddess
In China, every month in the lunar calendar has a representative flower which blooms in that particular month, and a beautiful lady or talented poet is revered as an associated flower deity. This music describes the beauty and unique quality of the six most well-loved flowers as well as flower goddesses. These soft and easy-to-listen to tunes all feature traditional musical instruments such as the guzheng, di, erhu, and paixiao.

$15.50 • Code: CD4505

Bamboo in the Wind
Performed by Hwa-yun Bamboo Orchestra. A great variety of bamboo instruments, along with elegant female vocals, makes this CD a dream for any New Chinese music lover. Many of the instruments are ancient heritage rediscovered and used for the first time for a modern audience, such as xiang, low-tone bamboo board qin, high-tone bamboo qin, large bamboo pipe, bamboo bong, and bamboo sand pipes.

$15.50 • Code: CD4508

Chinese Lullabies (Children’s Choir)
Through the clear voice of the Beijing Angelic Choir, a series of ethereal lullabies and folk songs has captured the fans of new age, classical and choir music, bringing delight to every note of the melodies collected from different regions of China and Taiwan, creating the familiar feeling of tenderness and comfort.”If anyone still needs proof of the existence of angels, this album leaves no room for doubt.

$15.50 • Code: CD5013

Gongs and Drums 3
Chinese Festive music is characterized by a joyful spirit and a large-scale instrumental ensemble. This album, Chinese Festival, contains nine famous pieces of cheerful festive music popular in Taiwan and the Chinese main-land. It was completed through the cooperation of the Chinese Music Conservatory’s Folk Music Ensemble and other master musicians of Chinese gong and drum music.

$15.50 • Code: CD5205
Mantra of Joy
The secret words of the Mantra of Joy “on dalieh du dalieh dulieh souha” are the ‘Green Tara’ mantra of Tibetan Buddhism. This mantra can not only eliminate disease, troubles, and disasters, but also bring blessings, longer life and the wisdom to transcend one’s cycle of reincarnation. This traditional-modern fusion mantra music shines with high-tech recording, innovative female vocals, Indian folksong spirit and light dance beats.

$15.50 • Code: CD5235

Dance of the Cherry Blossoms
A true story. Dwelling alone on top of the highest mountain, a man had planted six hundred mountain cherries each year. His mission was to fill this mountain pinnacle with cherry blossoms. He wishes to be together with the elements of Nature, whether it be rain or wind, or sunshine. Use this album as a spiritual purge.

$15.50 • Code: CD6007

Tathagata
Tathagata is the soundtrack of Buddha’s enlightenment. Grammy-nominated for cover design.

$15.50 • Code: CD9192

Spirit on Two Strings 1
‘Symphony played by two strings’ is the compliment that music critics have for Chen Jie-bing’s Hu-Qin (er hu) performance. The unique style of her performance is a successful combination of both oriental and western performing skills. This particular album of Chinese traditional melodies combines the excellence of performer Chen Jie-bing and Grammy-winning engineer Kavichandran Alexander.

$15.50 • Code: SM1001
**Spirit on Two Strings 2**

Superb recording brings this album of extraordinary high-quality to reality, and displays the magic of erh-hu in full. Chen Jie-bing performs a variety of Chinese folk melodies with five different kinds of hu-qin.

$15.50 • Code: SM1002

---

**Masterpieces of Chinese Traditional Music**


$15.50 • Code: SM1005

---

**Pastoral Song**

Bamboo Flute Duet. The skillful performance of Luo Shou-Cheng and the professional recording technique of Kavichandran Alexander interweave to create an ambient space where di and xiao display their magic in full.

$15.50 • Code: SM1007

---

**Reminiscence**

Chinese Violin and Bamboo Flute duet. Touching and expressive, the guqin and xiao together create an reminiscent atmosphere, in which the sounds of the guqin and xiao vibrate with each other and become one. Performers: guqin by GONG Yi & xiao by LUO Shou-cheng.

$15.50 • Code: SM1009
String Glamour
A magnificent player of erhu, YU Hong-mei is a charming young lady whose interpretation of the Chinese instrument has received acclamation and won her many international awards. She plays with affection and sincerity, and a female touch adds to the instrument a special tenderness and delicacy. These solo instrumentals come from many parts of China.
$15.50 • Code: SM1010

String Passions
Like a song sung by the heavenly choir, YU Hong-mei’s erhu performance in the century-old church in California is a touching interpretation of the instrument. She plays with breathtaking style: delicate; passionate; sorrowful; buoyant. This album collects many classic solo pieces that depicts the lives and feelings of the people dwelling in the vast land of China. Their emotions seem to have been revived through her interpretation.
$15.50 • Code: SM1011
“Those of us who have been training for a while and have used our skills in the mean streets know that this is the way it really is. Sometimes our techniques drop people like the proverbial sack of spuds, and other times people eat our sure-thing punches and kicks and keep on coming.”

*Loren W. Christensen*

“We live in a very complex world. Many of us are overloaded with information, technology, apps, consumer goods, foods, clothing, stuff, activities, and events. Because of this, many of us feel overwhelmed, and don’t remember how to breathe anymore. Others may even feel they need to acquire more.”

*Dr. Aihan Kuhn*

“The value of life involves two distinct aspects: the physical—life itself or the actual human “being” of aliveness—and the metaphysical in orbit around it that is everything we consider worthwhile in life—our loves, ambitions, and desires, including our sense of oughtness referenced within morals, ethics, justice, and rights.”

*James V. Morganelli*

“Now is the time to start your action and make things happen. We all have different plans even though we have similar goals. We must put theory into action. Without action, nothing works. As unique as each of us is, as individually tailored as each healing plan might be, there is one item that should be on everyone’s list: exercise.”

*Catherine Kurosu*
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**SHIPPING PROBLEMS / EXCHANGES / RETURN AUTHORIZATION / REFUNDS**

- **Damages:** Notify us immediately! We will solve the problem. You will need the return/exchange form enclosed with the package.
- **Mis-ships and Shortages:** Please notify us immediately! We will solve the problem.
- **Lost/Late Shipments:** Late shipments usually get delivered. Notify us if your shipment is late. Here are some guidelines:
  - **Domestic:** Orders shipped via UPS can be easily traced. Orders shipped via the Post Office are more difficult to trace. Please allow an extra two weeks for late Post Office shipments. They usually get delivered!
  - **International:** Please be patient; missing Post Office shipments have been known to arrive three weeks late!
- **Exchanges/Returns:** Contact us for a return authorization number (RAN). You will need the return/exchange form enclosed with the package. Exchanges or refunds will be issued when the product is received in our warehouse. No unauthorized returns will be accepted. All our products are returnable (in unused condition) for up to 30 days from time of receipt.
- **Refunds** are processed in the form of a credit to your credit card or check (US dollars), or PayPal within 5 days of receipt of your return package at our warehouse. Please use the return/exchange form enclosed with the package to ensure accuracy.
- **Wholesalers:** Other terms apply. (See: YMAA wholesale discount policy.)

---

**SHIPPING CHARGES (additional options available online)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEMS</th>
<th>CARRIER</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>AK/HI/PR</th>
<th>CANADA</th>
<th>INT’L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>each add’l item</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
<td>10–14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books, DVDs, Music, Bundles</td>
<td>Post Office Priority</td>
<td>$7.15</td>
<td>$9.45</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
<td>$12.40</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>each add’l item</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$4.25</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>3–5 days</td>
<td>3–5 days</td>
<td>3–5 days</td>
<td>3–5 days</td>
<td>3–5 days</td>
<td>5–7 days</td>
<td>2–4 wks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS Ground</td>
<td>each add’l item</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS 2-Day</td>
<td>each add’l item</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS Next Day</td>
<td>each add’l item</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$41.50</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$53.00</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Express</td>
<td>each add’l item</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery time</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>3–5 days</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>3–5 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Shipping charges subject to change without notice.
* Check shipping costs of Tai Chi Balls and Training Equipment online.

**IMPORTANT SHIPPING INFORMATION**

- UPS Next Day does not apply to rural locations; allow 2 days for delivery.
- Signatures required for all 2-Day and Overnight shipments. No PO Boxes.
- YMAA Publication Center assumes NO LIABILITY for international duties or for delays of international deliveries due to customs delays.
- We WILL SHIP according to the closest amount you have paid for shipping charges. Please DOUBLE CHECK.
- We ship within 48 hours.
- Free shipping on orders of $70 or more. Domestic USA locations only.